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Coffee Table, Nature, Outdoors 

Scandinavian Knitting Books

Delicious Wintertime: 
The Cookbook for Cold 
Weather Adventures  
by Markus Sämmer
This beautiful book features 
recipes to celebrate the season, 
served with a side of action 
photography, and tales from the 
backcountry to stir the senses. 
$50.00 HC   EBK619

Building Wood Fires 
by Annette McGivney
Part how-to, part history 
of fire, this is an essential 
guide for anyone with a fire-
place, backyard fire pit, or 
love of camping.  
$19.95 PB   FTR202

Norwegian Wood  
by Lars Mytting
A window into 
Scandinavian culture, 
this fascinating book 
about chopping and 
stacking wood is 
universally appealing.  
$24.95 HC   FTR200

Under the Open Skies: 
Finding Peace & Health in 
Nature  by Markus Torgeby
One man’s perspective-shifting, 
immersive journey into the wilds 
of northern Sweden and into 
his own soul. Beautiful photos 
throughout. Slow down & enjoy!
$26.99 HC   HBK315

Nordic Cycle: Bicycle 
Adventures in the North  
by Robert Klanten
This book is a journey of dis-
covery and escapism on some 
of the most treasured biking 
trails and terrains of the Nordic 
landscape. 
$40.00 HC  ABK275

The Great Outdoors: 
120 Recipes for Adventure 
Cooking  by Markus Sämmer
This book explains how to cook 
on an open fire and presents 
the best outdoor cooking 
equipment and the most deli-
cious recipes for every meal of 
the day. 
$50.00 HC   EBK622

Sky Runner: Finding 
Strength, Happiness, and 
Balance in Your Running  
by Emelie Forsberg
Forsberg captures the magic 
of a life spent amongst the 
Scandinavian mountaintops, and 
shares her passion for the sport. 
$29.99 HC   ABK276

American Axe: The 
Tool That Shaped a 
Continent  by B McLeod
From bronze axes of the 
Viking age to the American 
felling axe, this is a tool 
that has shaped human 
history. Stunning!
$24.95 HC   FTR195   

Winter’s Children: A 
Celebration of Nordic 
Skiing  by Ryan Rodgers
A generously illustrated 
look at Nordic skiing in the 
Midwest from its introduc-
tion in the late 1800s to its 
uncertain future in today’s 
changing climate. 
$34.95 HC   FTR185
Coming December 2021   

Friluftsliv: Connect 
with Nature the Nor-
wegian Way  by Delorie   
This book highlights the 
need for humans to get 
outside and connect with 
the natural world, thereby 
improving mental and 
physical health.   
$12.95 HC   HBK311

Cabin in the 
Mountains: A 
Norwegian Odyssey  
by Robert Ferguson   
The hytte (cabin) is a 
staple of Norwegian life, 
and Ferguson pens a 
captivating look at this 
national icon. 
$16.95 PB   HBK157

The Opposite of Cold: 
The Northwoods Finnish 
Sauna Tradition  
by Michael Nordskov  
From the origins of Finnish 
sauna to contemporary sauna 
design, this is an exquisite 
look at the history & practice 
of sauna in the north woods. 
$34.95 HC   ABK368

Winter Knits from 
Scandinavia  
by Jenny Alderbrant
There’s nothing quite as 
cozy as multicolor stranded 
knitting—and with easy-
to-follow charts, it’s never 
been simpler. 24 patterns 
for hats, mittens, and socks.  
$22.95 HC   FTR129

Nordic Knits with 
Birger Berge  
by Jenny Alderbrant
Breathe new life into 
Norwegian tradition with 
one of Norway’s hottest 
knit designers. Dynamic 
color combinations pair 
with classic patterns.  
$24.95 HC   FTR130

Scandinavian 
Sweaters  
by Kristin Wiola Ødegård
An eye-catching selection 
of sweaters and cardigans 
for women, men, and 
children. Also includes 
wrist-warmers and a 
shawl.  Clear instructions.  
$27.95 HC   FTR131

Nordic Knitting 
Primer  by K Drysdale
A Step-by-Step Guide to 
Scandinavian Color-
work by an expert in 
Scandinavian knitting. 
Kristin’s clear techniques 
make it easy for knitters of 
all levels to succeed.   
$22.99 PB   FTR128

Knit Like a Norwegian 
by Carlos Zachrison, Arne 
Nerjordet, Birger Berge, 
Bente Presterud, Linda Mar-
veng, Iselin Hafseld
Six of Norway’s most popular 
knit designers have come 
together to create this 
stunning collection.  
$24.95 HC   FTR124
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Hygge, Lagom, Sisu . . .   

The Scandinavian 
Guide to Happiness   
Lykke. Lagom. Fika. Hygge.
Sisu. These basic principles 
will help you see how to 
have a happy life without 
buying anything, changing 
yourself, or making drastic 
changes!   
$13.95 HC   HBK195

How to Hygge: Nordic 
Secrets to a Happy Life  
by Signe Johansen
The Nordic countries are 
consistently rated as the 
best places to live. One key 
factor is hygge, which cel-
ebrates the simple things in 
life. Here are recipes & tips 
to help you achieve hygge.   
$21.99 HC   EBK404

Little Book of Scandi 
Living  by Brontë Aurell   
Whether you want to 
decorate like a Dane, 
workout like a Norwegian, 
or make cinnamon buns 
like a Swede, this pocket 
edition of Nørth is the 
perfect introduction to the 
world’s happiest countries.   
$15.99 HC   HBK136   

ScandiKitchen: 
The Essence of Hygge   
by Brontë Aurell
Discover the essence of 
hygge as revealed by 
Brontë Aurell, owner of 
London’s ScandiKitchen, 
with tips & favorite recipes.    
$9.99 HC   EBK579
See more books by Brontë 
Aurell on page 12

Nørth: How to Live 
Scandinavian 
by Brontë Aurell   
Here’s the scoop on how 
Norwegians, Swedes, and 
Danes raise their children, 
deal with darkness, dress, 
and even pay taxes with a 
smile! Photos throughout. 
$30 HC   HBK161   

Little Book of Hygge  
Danish Secrets to Happy 
Living   by Meik Wiking
From picking the right 
lighting to organizing a 
hygge get-together, this 
book shows you how to 
experience more joy and 
contentment the Danish 
way! 
$21.99 HC   HBK144

Lagom Life: A 
Swedish Way of Living   
by Elisabeth Carlsson
This delightful little book 
lets us in on the secrets of 
the Swedish philosophy of 
lagom. It includes recipes, 
decorating ideas for a 
lagom home, and practical 
advice.   
$14.95 PB   HBK 202

Lagom (Not Too Little, 
Not Too Much): The 
Swedish Art of Living a 
Balanced, Happy Life  
by Niki Brantmark
Insightful suggestions and 
bite-sized actions to help 
you make subtle changes 
to your life, so you too can 
find greater happiness! 
$19.99 HC   HBK200

Lagom: The Swedish 
Art of Balanced Living  
by Linnea Dunne
With seemingly endless 
financial, emotional, and 
environmental benefits, 
Lagom presents an acces-
sible and all-encompass-
ing lifestyle that inspires 
wellbeing & contentment.  
$16.00 HC   HBK203

American Cozy 
by Stephanie Pedersen
This simple, inspiring 
guide explores how you 
can use hygge to cozy 
up every area of your 
life—from home décor and 
de-cluttering, to work & 
scheduling, to entertaining 
and cooking!    
$19.95 HC   HBK142

The Book of Hygge: 
The Danish Art of Con-
tentment, Comfort, and 
Connection  by L.T. Brits
Color photos and instruc-
tive meditations on relish-
ing the everyday will help 
you cultivate the hygge 
that has made Danes so 
very happy.  
$22.00 HC   HBK149

The Joy of Hygge  
by J. Jackson & Elias Larsen
Recipes for comfort foods, 
instructions for cozy crafts, 
inspirational quotes, and 
tips for achieving hygge!  
Pair this book with warm 
socks, homemade hot 
chocolate mixes, or a 
blanket for a great gift! 
$14.99 HC   HBK145

There’s No Such 
Thing as Bad Weather  
by Linda Åkeson McGurk
A fascinating personal 
narrative that illustrates 
how Scandinavian culture 
could hold the key to 
raising healthy, resilient, 
and confident children in 
America.    
$17.00 PB   HBK153P

Gentle Art of Swedish 
Death Cleaning 
by Margareta Magnusson 
If your family doesn’t want 
your stuff when you’re 
alive, they sure won’t want 
it after you die. Magnusson 
introduces an element of 
fun into the daunting task 
of de-cluttering! 
$18.99 HC   HBK205

Sisu: Find Your 
Resilience the Finnish 
Way  by Justyn Barnes   
The Finnish concept of sisu 
is about never giving up, 
no matter how impossible 
a task may seem. This intro-
ductory guide, filled with 
inspirational quotes, shows 
you how to embrace sisu. 
$12.95 HC   HBK310

Päntsdrunk (Kalsari-
kanni): The Finnish 
Path to Relaxation   
by Miska Rantanen
This irreverent guide will 
help you discover the 
Finns’ secret to content-
ment: kalsarikanni —pänts-
drunk—drinking at home in 
your undies!   
$19.99 HC   HBK300

Sisu: The Finnish Art 
of Courage  by J. Nylund
If you’ve ever wondered 
if there’s a better, simpler 
way to find happiness and 
good health, read this! It 
will help you to discover 
your inner strength, re-
solve conflicts, raise kind & 
resilient children, & more.
$17.00 HC   HBK302

The Finnish Way: 
Finding Courage, Wellness, 
& Happiness Through the 
Power of Sisu  by K. Pantzar
In this engaging guide, 
Pantzar shows readers how 
to embrace the simple and 
sensible daily practices that 
make Finns one of the hap-
piest people in the world.  
$16.00 PB   HBK301 
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Marimekko Kukka 
Notecards  
 This boxed collection 
features 16 floral note-
cards in bold colors. 
Envelopes. 
Card size: 4.63" x 6.25"
$16.95  CRD140

Unikko 
Notecards  
20 different color-
ways of Marimekko’s 
most iconic pattern, 
Unikko, are show-
cased in this keep-
sake box of cards. 
Cards: 5.56" x 4.37"
$15.95  CRD142

Birthday Book  
 A luxe cloth-bound 
flexi-cover in the classic 
Marimekko Härkä pat-
tern and 12 gorgeous 
patterns inside make this 
an elegant repository for 
remembering birthdays 
throughout the year.
$18.95  CRD146

Marimekko: 
50 Postcards  
  A postcard collection 
featuring 50 bold and 
colorful patterns. 50 
unique designs.
Card size: 3.94" x 5.56" 
$16.95  CRD141

Marimekko: Mini Journal Set  
  Featuring striking Marimekko cover 
designs, these four journals are perfect for 
tucking in handbags and coat pockets and 
capturing thoughts on the go. Set of four 
mini journals. 48 pages each.  5.2" x 5.9" 
$9.95  CRD147

Marimekko: Small 
Cloth Journal
  This petite fabric-wrapped 
journal pops with one of 
Marimekko’s most eye-
catching prints: Räsymatto.  
6.3" x 4.7" 
$14.95  CRD148

Marimekko Cards & Gifts   

Marimekko 
Flexi Journal: 
Siirtolapuutarha  
Flex-cover lined 
journal. 192 pages. 
Paperback.  
5.1" x 7.1" 
$9.95  CRD144

Sticky Notes  
This slim portfolio 
includes 2 note-
pads and 8 pads of 
page flags bring-
ing Marimekko’s 
vibrant patterns to 
everyday organiza-
tion.  $12.95
CRD143

Marimekko Pencils
  This chic set of 10 graphite 
Standard HB/No. 2 pencils 
brings lively style to every 
writing endeavor. 
Gift Boxed. 
$12.95  CRD145

Detailed descriptions 
and more images 

are available on our 
website: 

www.skandisk.com

Tove Jansson’s Moomins, & Other Finnish Titles   

Finnish Nightmares  
by Karolina Korhonen
From awkward interactions on public 
transportation to avoiding small talk 
with salespeople, introverts from all 
over the world will find something to 
love in this Finnish comic sensation.
$14.99 HC   HBK304The Moomins and 

the Great Flood 
Join the Moomins in 
their very first adventure, 
crossing a huge flood 
to search for missing 
Moominpappa! Playful 
prose, b&w artwork.  
Ages 6 & up.  
$16.95 HC   CBK410

The Moomin 
Coloring Book 
Page after page of Tove 
Jansson’s delightful 
original artwork to 
color!  
96 pages.    
$14.99 PB  
CBK 400

Classic Moomin stories reworked in 
full color are a delight for the entire 
family! Ages 9 +. There are nine 
titles available in the series. See all 
online: www.skandisk.com 
Paperbacks.  $9.95 each CBK 454  Moomin Winter

Classic Moomin Comic Strips   

Moomin’s Lift-the-
Flap Hide and Seek 
Lift the flaps to help 
Moomintroll discover 
impish Little My’s clever 
hiding place. Ages 3-6.   
$9.99 HC   CBK432

Moomin books for the preschool set!   

Board Books,  $8.99 each

Generations of children around the 
world have enjoyed the original Moomin 
chapter books.  Ages 8-12.  Paperback. 
CBK421   Comet in Moominland   $7.99 
CBK422   Finn Family Moomintroll   $8.99
CBK423   Moominpappa’s Memoirs   $8.99  
CBK424   Moominsmmer Madness   $7.99 
CBK425   Moominland Midwinter   $8.99 
CBK426   Tales from Moominvalley   $8.99    
CBK427   Moominpappa at Sea   $8.99 
CBK428   Moominvalley in November   $7.99  

CBK430  Numbers      CBK431  Words 

Read all about 
Tove Jansson 

and the Moomin 
books on our 

website:

www.skandisk.com

Journal 
of Otto 
Peltonen: 
A Finnish 
Immigrant 
Story

by William Durbin 
A portrait of the Finnish immigrant 
experience in Minnesota during the 
early twentieth century. This captivat-
ing view of the past includes historical 
notes and authentic b&w photos. 
176 pages.
$9.95 PB   HIB240 
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Scandinavian Style   

Scandinavian Genealogy Guides   Scandinavian Songbooks   Woodcarving Books   

Petra’s Garden Prints
by Swedish artist, Petra Börner  
 Bring Scandinavian style into your home in one 
bold sweep with 20 of Börner’s bright, clean-lined 
artworks printed on luxurious stock in a keepsake 
box. Hung together, they will transform a wall in 
any room of your home into a dramatic, expansive 
space.  Print size: 8" x 10"    $20.00   ABK200

IITTALA  
by Florencia Colombo 
and Ville Kokkonen
Iittala is a world-
renowned master 
of Finnish design, 

producing objects that are as timeless and beautiful as they 
are essential. The first book to comprehensively document 
the 140-year history and influence of this legendary brand 
is a lavishly illustrated look at Iittala’s fabulous designs, 
progressive philosophies, and unique working methods.  
400 pages.  $79.95 HC   ABK225

Home – Through the 
Paintings of Carl Larsson  
Carl & Karin Larsson created a 
style which influences Swedish 
design to this day. Carl’s paint-
ings captured the beauty and 
happiness of their home, and 
these illustrate this volume. 
$14.95 HC   ABK400

Relaxed Rustic: Bring 
Scandinavian Tranquility  
& Nature into Your Home   
by Niki Brantmark
Use colors, textures, and details 
to create a home in which to 
unwind—a retreat from the rest 
of the world. Sleek yet informal.   
$29.95 HC   ABK330

Scandinavian Home: 
Interiors Inspired by Light   
by Niki Brantmark
Brantmark presents a wide 
range of stunning homes in this 
inspiring collection. Each has a 
unique style and character, but 
all reflect the distinctive Scandi-
navian aesthetic.   
$32.00 HC   ABK340

Scandi Rustic: Creating a 
Cozy and Happy Home   
by Rebecca Lawson, et.al.
Learn how to create a home that 
takes elements of Scandinavian 
design and adds rustic natural 
materials and textures to create 
a Scandi-inspired interior that is 
cozy and inviting.   
$35.00 HC   ABK350

Simply Scandinavian: 
Calm, Comfortable and 
Uncluttered Homes   
by Sara Norrman, editor
An inspirational survey of 
20 homes ranging from tiny 
cabins to elegant apartments in 
Sweden, Finland, Norway, and 
Denmark.  Classic to modern!  
$32.00 HC   ABK342

Mike & Else’s 
Norwegian & Swedish Songbooks 
Each song book contains a wide variety of 
over 90 songs—with piano arrangements, 
guitar chords, lyrics, and translations!
Paperback.  $24.95 each 
FTR101  Norwegian Songbook
FTR102  Swedish Songbook            

Your Swedish Roots  
by Per Clemensson
 A step-by-step book to guide 
you in researching your 
Swedish ancestors. Learn what 
Swedish records are available, 
where to find them, how to 
use them , and more.    
$19.95 PB   HIB220

Artful Wooden Spoon  
by Joshua Vogel
 Marvels of craftsmanship, 
beauty, and function, 
Vogel’s hand-carved 
kitchenware is coveted far 
and wide. Here he shares 
step-by-step instructions.    
$24.95 HC   FTR209

Carve by M Abrantes

Whittle a beautiful 
spoon, comb, pair of 
dice, and more with this 
fresh introduction to 
a folksy craft. Choose 
from a dozen projects in 
this pocket-sized guide.    
$16.00 HC   FTR208

Family Tree Scandinavian 
Genealogy Guide
by David A. Fryxell
 Trace your Norwegian, Swedish, 
or Danish ancestors! This book 
explains how to find and decode 
common records (church, civil, 
property, military), and more.
$26.99 PB   HIB218

Nordic Designs 
Coloring Book  
A treasury of 63 Scandi-
navian designs to color. 
For all ages!   
$9.99 PB   CRC455

Nordicana: 
100 Icons of Scandi 
Culture & Nordic 
Cool    
From the Dala horse, 
to the concept of 
hygge, this is a lexicon 
of the objects, aesthet-

ics and traditions that define Scandinavia. 
$14.99 HC   HBK 175 
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Striped Pear Studio by Kirsten Sevig 

STRIPED PEAR STUDIO  is a card line by Kirsten Sevig, focused on high-quality, earth-friendly, and locally-made paper products. 
To see what Kirsten’s working on now, follow her on Instagram. @kirstensevig
Printed on textured recycled paper, the designs on all of the notecards in these collections wrap around the front and back of 
each card, and the insides are blank.  Card size: 4.5” x 6”   Each collection includes: 8 cards • 4 designs • 8 envelopes   $13.95 each
View all of the cards in each collection on our website:  www.skandisk.com

Garden Notecards  
CRD632

Hygge Notecards   
CRD638

Up North Notes   
CRD618 

Winter Notecards   
CRD626 

Goat Notes   
CRD634 

Gnome Notes   
CRD636 

Woodland Notecards   
CRD624 

Happy Gnome 
Notes   CRD640 

Springtime Gnome 
Notes   CRD642 

Reykjavik Notecards   
CRD620 

Flora Notecards   
CRD622 

Cat Lover Notecards 
CRD628

Dog Lover Notecards  
CRD630 

The Little Winter 
Book of Gnomes
When she realized that 
“gnome” is another word for a 
proverb, Kirsten put together 
this charming illustrated 
collection of Scandinavian 
wisdom.   5” x 5” 
$12.95 HC   POP141

Striped Pears and  
  Polka Dots 
The Art of Being Happy
Kirsten invites readers into 
her cozy world of patterned 
socks & knitted sweaters, ice 
ceam & flaky croissants.  
$10.95 HC   POP151

The Little Springtime 
Book of Gnomes
This delightful little gift 
book celebrates the 
lengthening days and the 
pleasure of being outside. 
5" x 5"

$12.95 HC   POP142

Magical Gift Books by Kirsten...

Striped Pear 
Gift Enclosure cards 
are available online!

Visit our website for details on all 
items:  www.skandisk.com

The Wellbeing Journal 
Illustrated by Kirsten Sevig
A beautifully illustrated journal filled with 
simple exercises to help support your 
wellbeing.  7.5" x 5.5"  
$12.95 PB   POP152
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Stash-It Bags  It’s not just a cute bag! It’s meant to change the way you think about bags. The STASH IT is a super convenient, 
lightweight, washable shopping tote that stuffs into its own attached stretchy pouch. This super roomy, gusseted tote is cleverly de-
signed with a quick clip and can hold up to 35 lbs. Available in three designs!  13"H x 15"W x 6"D open,  4.5"H x 3"W x 2"D “stashed”

Goat LOVE Sack 

Goat Stash-It 
Bag   $19.95
   NOV210  

Eco-Friendly Reusable Bags with Kirsten’s Designs!

Gnome Stash-It 
Bag   $19.95   
NOV208  

Made from recycled plastic bottles! 

This sturdy tote 
holds up to 60 lbs.  
Machine washable! 
13"H x 15"W x 6"D
$17.95   NOV211

Puzzles & More   

Isle Royale Puzzle
NOV170  $19.95

Carl Larsson: Crayfishing
NOV165  $20.95

Rosalind Wise: Prairie Meadow
NOV176  $20.95

Rosalind Wise: Flower Cycle
NOV175  $20.95 R. Bissell: The Whole World

NOV177  $20.95
Casson: Jack Pine & Poplar
NOV179  $20.95

LEGO Rainbow Bricks
NOV160  $17.95  (1,000)

C. Larsson: Kirsti’s Birthday
NOV162  $18.95

Michael Hague: Fairies
NOV178  $16.95

Birducopia Puzzle
NOV171  $20.95

B-r-r-r-dbath Puzzle
NOV172  $16.95

LEGO Brick Playing Cards
Deluxe 2-deck set of playing cards 
in a collectable keepsake box.  
4" x 5.75"    $16.95   NOV159

Ole & Lena 
Fortune 
Cookies  
$5.50/box   
NOV100T  

Fortune cookies 
with Ole & Lena 
jokes inside! 
Approximately 
one dozen 
cookies/box.

Cat Stash-It 
Bag   $19.95   
NOV200  
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Illustrated Treasury of 
Andersen’s Fairy Tales
Illus. by A. Archipova
A lavishly illustrated collec-
tion of nine classic tales of 
foolish emperors, lonely 
mermaids, icy queens and 
clever princesses. Age 5-10.  
$16.95 HC  CLA503

Hans Christian Andersen: 
The Journey of His Life 
by Heinz Janisch
Through an enchanted conver-
sation with a young girl, Hans  
Andersen tells about the “fairy 
tale of his life” and how the 
son of a shoemaker became a 
celebrated writer.  Ages 4-9.  
$18.95 HC   CLA510

Snow Queen
Magic Painting Book
This retelling of Andersen’s 
timeless classic has fifteen 
intricate black and white 
scenes to paint with water 
and watch the colors 
appear. Brush included. 
$9.99 PB   CRC114

Hans C Andersen’s 
Fairy Tales
Retold by Naomi Lewis  
This enchanting col-
lection contains twelve 
magnificent stories 
retold for readers aged 
7-12.  B&W illustrations. 
$7.99 PB   CLA515   

The Princess 
and the Pea  
This classic fairy tale 
gets a fresh twist with 
stunning artwork by 
Dinara Mirtalipova, 
whose art style draws 
from Russian folklore.  
Ages 2-5.   
$8.99 BB   CLA520   

The Race of the 
Birkebeiners  
In the year 1206, deep in the 
snow-covered mountains of 
 Norway, the fiercest  warriors 
in the land  struggle to ski a 
baby prince to safety. Based 
on a true story.  
$7.99 PB   CSC200P

The Troll with No 
Heart in His Body
Nine favorite Norwegian 
folk tales with woodcut 
illustrations by Betsy 
Bowen. A great family 
read-aloud.  
$19.95 HC   CSC202

Seven Ways to Trick a 
Troll  
Trolls may be big and ugly, but 
they’re not very smart so even 
small children can trick them. 
These troll stories will  delight 
all ages! 90 pages.  
$19.95 HC   CSC203 

Why Kings & Queens Don’t Wear 
Crowns  by Princess Märtha Louise
Princess Märtha Louise created this 
enchanting tale to tell the story of how her 
great grandfather came from Denmark to 
become Norway’s new king. Steeped in 
history, the story is whimsically illustrated 
by Svein Nyhus. Hardcover with audio CD. 
$19.95  CSC100C

Three Billy Goats Gruff  
This classic Norwegian tale 
about the confrontation 
between three billy goats and 
an ugly troll is available in 
both paperback (age 4-8) and 
board book (age 2-6).
Paperback  $7.99  CLA570   
Board Book  $6.99  PRE431  

By the Fire: Sami 
Folktales & Legends 
by Emilie Demant Hatt 
In the early 20th century, 
Danish artist and ethnog-
rapher Emilie Hatt traveled 
among the Sami, recording 
and illustrating fascinating 
tales of wonder and peril. 
$22.95 HC  LIT122

Nordic Tales: Folktales 
from Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, Iceland, and 
Denmark
This collection of 16 traditional 
tales transports readers to the 
enchanting world of Nordic 
folklore. Ulla Thynell’s glowing 
illustrations conjure dragons, 
princesses, & northern lights.   
$24.95 HC   CSC175

Complete & Original 
Norwegian Folktales of 
Asbjørnsen & Moe
Translated by Tiina Nunnally
These classic stories, set in 
Norway’s majestic landscape 
of towering mountains and 
dense forests, are filled with 
humor, mischief, and often 
surprisingly cruel twists of fate.  
$34.95 HC   LIT138

Norwegian Folktales  
by Asbjørnsen & Moe 
Tales of witches, trolls, sly 
foxes, ogres, and beautiful 
princesses from Norway’s 
premier folklorists. Classic 
tales illustrated by Erik 
Werenskjold & Theodor 
Kittelsen.  
$17.95 PB   LIT125

Icelandic Folk Tales  
by Hjörleifur Stefánsson 
Every rock, hot spring and 
waterfall in Iceland seems 
to have its own story. Cruel 
trolls rub shoulders with 
beautiful elves in these 
tales told by a renowned 
storyteller.  
$19.95 HC   LIT124

Forward by 
Neil Gaiman

An Illustrated Kalevala: 
Myths & Legends from Finland  
Retold by Kirsti Mäkinen   
This superb prose retelling of Finland’s 
national folk saga is brought to life with 
exquisitely detailed artwork of magical 
creatures, snowy mountains, adventurous 
heroes and dark forests by renowned illus-
trator Pirkko-Liisa Surojegin. 159 pages. 
$29.95 HC   LIT123

Scandinavian Folk & Fariy Tales   

Magic Painting Book!Hans Christian Andersen’s Tales

Norwegian Folk Tales 
by Lise Lunge-Larsen

Fairytale 
history 

by a real 
princess!
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Classic Stories by Caldecott Medal-Winning Ingri and Edgar Parin d’Aulaire

Norbert 
the Winter 
Gnome  by 
Daniela Drescher 
Norbert brings 
food to his hun-
gry forest friends 

in this charming story about kindness! 
$9.95 BB   PRE435

Gnome  by Fred Blunt 
This laugh-out-loud cau-
tionary tale shows exactly 
what happens to gnomes 
who say “NO” and explains 
how garden gomes came 
to be!  A favorite story. 
$17.99 HC   FAV405

I Love You Like...  
by Lori Joy Smith 
A garden sprite falls in 
love with a garden gnome 
in this quirky, sweet read-
aloud book about love.  
Perfect for preschoolers.   
$16.95 HC   FAM175

How to 
Survive a 
Garden 
Gnome 
Attack   
 A tongue-in-
cheek survival 
guide to help 

you ward off a home invasion!
$14.99 HC  ABK502

Gnome’s 
 Christmas   
Renowned 
Dutch artist 
Rien Poortvliet 
captures 
gnomes’ love 
of Christmas 

with songs, stories, games & recipes. 
$14.95 HC  CHR131

Gnomes, Nisse, & Tomte   

A Geographic 
Tour of 

Sweden!
John Bauer’s Illustrated Tales!

Swedish Fairy Tales    
This paperback version of the above 

volume has two fewer stories and a 
slightly different title.   

$17.99 PB   LIT120

Swedish Folk & Fairy Tales 
A gift edition of the much-loved 
folk and fairy tales from Sweden, 
illustrated by acclaimed artist John 
Bauer. Includes 23 classic stories 
of trolls, tomtes, giants, and prin-
cesses. Twenty extra pictures have 
been added along with a wonderful 
illustrated 
biography 
of Bauer. 

Swedish Folk & Fairy Tales

Per and the Dala Horse  
Rebecca Hickox & Yvonne Gilbert    
Young Per cherishes the simple 
wooden horse he inherits from his 
father. A beautifully-illustrated tale 
based on Swedish folklore. Age 5+. 
$9.95 PB   CSC274P 

$24.95 HC   LIT119

The Wonderful Adentures of Nils  
The Further Adventures of Nils  by Selma Lagerlöf 
This unabridged edition of the Selma Lagerlöf’s classic Swedish 
children’s tale follows the mischievous lad Nils Holgersson as he 
journeys through Sweden with a flock of geese. First published 
in 1909, it is still popular today!  A great read for all ages. 
Two volumes.  Paperback, 250 pages.  $14.95 each    
CLA500   Wonderful Adventures of Nils (Book I)       
CLA501   Further Adventures of Nils (Book II)  

Vibrant interpretations of Scandinavian folklore! 

Children of the 
Northlights  
This brightly illustrated 
story celebrates the 
Sami people and the 
snow-covered land-
scapes of the frozen 
north.  Ages 5+.   
$16.95 HC   CSC205

D’Aulaires’ Book 
of Norse Myths   
A beautifully illustrated 
introduction to the 
wondrous world of 
Norse myths.  Ages 
9-12+.  160 pages. 
$29.95 HC   LIT128

D’Aulaires’ Book 
of Trolls   
A delightful look at 
mountain trolls, forest 
trolls, and more.  Ages 
5-10+.  160 pages. 
$22.95 HC   LIT185

Nils   
A loving tale of an 
immigrant boy who 
dreams of becom-
ing a cowboy while 
also embracing his 
Norwegian heritage.  
Ages 4-9.  40 pages. 
$17.95 HC   CSC208

Leif the Lucky   
The story of Leif, son 
of Erik the Red, who 
sailed with his father 
and a Viking crew to 
Greenland and then 
west to America. 
Ages 8-12.  60 pages. 
$16.95 HC   CSC207

Ola   
Ola attends a tradi-
tional wedding, talks 
with cod fishermen, 
and shows readers 
what life in Norway 
was once like.  
Ages 5+.  56 pages. 
$16.95 HC   CSC206

D’Aulaires’ Book of 
Norwegian Folktales 
These timeless stories 
introduce Norway’s 
magical world of cinder 
lads, princesses, and 
trolls. 192 pages.  
$24.95 HC   LIT135

An immigrant tale!

Two classic 
tales of 
Tomten 

from 
Sweden!

by Astrid 
Lindgren

CBK191P  The Tomten  $7.99  paperbacks      
CBK192P  The Tomten & the Fox  Note:
      This item is out of stock until 3/2022.

Midsummer Tomte 
and the Little Rabbits  
by Ulf Stark & Eva Eriksson 
Celebrate Midsummer with 
Tomte Grump and the wood-
land animals in this enchant-
ing chapter book. Ages 5-8. 
121pgs.  $24.95 HC  CSC216

Gnomes’ Winter Journey  
by Ernst Kreidolf 
In a sledge pulled by squirrels, 
the woodland gnomes visit their 
mountain gnome cousins. They 
enjoy a delicious feast and play 
games in the snow.  Ages 3-7. 
$17.95 HC   CLA735
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The  Adventures 
of Pippi Longstocking  
CBK213   $32.00 HC  

Excerpted from the full-length novels, these picture books are perfect 
for young readers. Illustrated by Michael Chesworth. 
Ages 4 to 8.  32 pages.  Paperbacks.  

Pippi Goes to 
School  
CBK214P  $6.99

Pippi’s Extraordinary 
Ordinary Day  
CBK216P  $7.99

Little Goat on 
the Roof  
by Jody Littler     
This tale is based 
on true stories 
told through the 
eyes of a little 

goat.  B&W illus.  Ages 3-6.  
$8.95 PB  CSC285P 

A to Zåäö — Playing 
with History at the 
American Swedish 
Institute  

by Nate Christopherson and Tara Sweeney    
A playful picture-book tour of the Swedish alphabet, in which 
curious characters explore the American Swedish Institute in 
Minneapolis, a cultural center alive with stories past & present. 
Learn Swedish words in this romp from A to Z (& Å to Ä to Ö).
$24.95 HC   CSC240 

Deluxe 
edition 

includes all 
three chapter 

books!

Pippi Longstocking by Astrid Lindgren
Pippi has no parents to tell her what to do, a horse that lives 
on her porch, and a flair for the outrageous!  
Paperback chapter books.  140-160 pages.  Ages 8-12.  

Pippi 
Longstocking    
CBK201  $8.99

Pippi Goes 
on Board    
CBK202  $8.99

Pippi in the 
South Seas    
CBK203  $8.99

Children of Noisy Village
Six children do everything 
together in this small country 
village in Sweden. Ages 7-11. 
$6.99 PB   CBK209           

Other Astrid Lindgren Classics:

Christmas in Noisy  Village
Children prepare for Christmas 
in Sweden by building snow 
lanterns, baking gingersnaps, 
and finding a tree.  
$7.99 PB   CBK208

Astrid 
Lindgren
by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara  
Readers will discover how Astrid Lind-
gren grew up to become one of the 
world’s best-loved authors.  Ages 4-7. 
$15.99 HC   CBK220

akta dig!

Klättra

pigga upp dig!

öppna

Pippi Goes 
to the Circus  
CBK215P  $7.99

Scandinavian Children’s Books   

Flicka, Ricka, Dicka... & Snipp, Snapp, Sunrr...  
  Classic Stories from Sweden’s Maj Lindman
Armed with special caring and compassionate qualities, 
these helpful, honest, and friendly children are familiar    
to many.  Ages 4 - 8.  

Flicka, Ricka, Dicka...  
  Hardcover.  $9.99 each:
CLA640   New Skates 
CLA642   Go to Market
CLA680   Dotted Dresses
CLA682   Three Kittens   
CLA688   Bake a Cake
CLA689   Strawberries
CLA690   Little Dog

Snipp, Snapp, Snurr...  
  Paperback. 
CLA654  Red Shoes   $6.99
CLA656  Gingerbread  $6.99
CLA662  Buttered Bread  $7.99
CLA664  Learn to Swim  $6.99   
CLA670  Reindeer   $7.99
CLA672  Yellow Sled  $7.99
CLA676  Big Surprise  $6.99   

952-829-8998      
www.skandisk.com

Otto Goes North 
by Ulrika Kestere

Far up in the north of Norway is a 
blue house where Lisa and Nils live. 
One day their friend Otto arrives 
from the far south, but how will he 
ever get used to the cold? Age 7-10. 
$17.99 HC   FAV500

A 
delightful 
story of 

knitting & 
friendship!

D is for Dala 
Horse: A Nordic 
Countries Alphabet  
by Kathy Jo Wargin
A colorful A to Z 
tour  of the Nordic 
countries—including 
Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, Finland, 

Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands!  
$17.95 HC  CSC250 

These Coloring and 
Activity books are 
ideal for passing on 
culture and holiday 
traditions to the 
next generation. 
Each book includes 
recipes, songs, crafts, 
activities, and infor-
mation.  48 pages.
Paperback.  $7.95 ea. 

For all ages!

Coloring & Activity Books   

CRC440  Norway  
CRC441  Sweden   
CRC442  Denmark
CRC443  Finland

by Kirsten Sevig
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The Sun Egg
A large orange egg has fallen into the 
woods and the elf and her friends must 
find out what it really is. Hardcover.              
Large Book  $19.95   CLA711
Mini Book    $11.95   CLA711M 

Around the Year
Delightful verses and 
playful illustrations 
take children through 
the joys of each month 
of the year.  
Mini HC:  6.75" x 5"
$11.95   CLA700M 

Elsa Beskow 
Alphabet Book
From Accordion to Zzz, this charm-
ing book has several pages for 
each letter. 176 pages. 6.25"x 6.5" 
$16.95 HC   CLA722 

Children of the Forest
The children of the  forest live deep in 
the roots of an old pine tree. They collect 
wild mushrooms and blueberries and 
shelter under toadstools when it rains!    
Large Book   $19.95   CLA702      
Mini Book     $11.95   CLA702M

Peter in Blueberry Land
Peter is looking for blueberries for 
his  mother’s  birthday, and a magi-
cal  adventure begins. Hardcover.
Large Book  $19.95   CLA703
Mini Book    $11.95   CLA703M

Children of Hat Cottage
While mother is away, the 
children who live in a little hat 
cottage try to help around the 
house, but housework is much 
harder than they had thought!
$19.95   CLA718

Ollie’s Ski Trip
Six-year-old Ollie is given his 
first pair of skis, and he sets 
off for adventure in this snowy 
tale.  Hardcover. 
Large Book  $17.95   CLA705 
Mini Book  $11.95  CLA705M

The Land of Long Ago
An old tree trunk is magically trans-
formed into a dragon and carries 
two children off on an incredible 
journey to the Land of Long Ago. 
$17.95 HC   CLA708 

The Flowers’ Festival
At the Midsummer festival, Lisa 
learns the names and faces of 
all her favorite flowers.  HC
Large Book   $17.95   CLA706
Mini Book   $11.95  CLA706M

Pelle’s New Suit  
Pelle needs a new coat, so he shears 
his lamb, and the wool is carded, 
spun, dyed and woven into a new 
suit. Hardcover. Available in 2 sizes:
Large Bk (11"x 9")  $19.95  CLA701 
Mini Bk (7"x 5.25") $11.95  CLA701M

Peter’s Old House
Peter mends things, builds toy boats, 
and tells stories, so all the children of 
the village rally round to help him when 
he needs them most. A charming tale.
$19.95 HC   CLA709 

Elsa Beskow Baby Book
This beautiful baby book has plenty of 
room for photos, keepsakes, and happy 
memories.  60 pages.    
$19.95 HC   CLA720 

Tales of the Mushroom Folk  
Illustrated by Signe Aspelin 
This book is filled with natural detail of the woods 
and meadows where the mushroom folk live.  
$18.95 HC   CLA730

The Story of the Butterfly 
Children  by Sibylle von Olfers 
The butterfly folk live in a kingdom of 
beautiful gardens where the butterfly 
children play all day long with their 
little brothers & sisters, the caterpillars.   
$18.95 HC  CLA732

The Story of the Wind Children  
by Sibylle von Olfers 
George is playing with his boats, but 
there’s no wind to make them sail. Then 
the wind children come to his aid.  
Large Book  $18.95 HC  CLA734
Mini Book  $9.95  CLA734M

The Story of the Root 
Children  by von Olfers 
A classic story of the changing 
seasons from popular German 
author and illustrator Sibylle 
von Olfers. Two sizes available:  
Large Book  $17.95  CLA733
Mini Book  $9.95  CLA733M

The Story of the Snow 
Children  by Sibylle von Olfers 
Poppy discovers that the snowflakes are really Snow 
Children, dancing & whirling in the garden. Soon, they 
whisk her away to the Snow Queen’s wintry kingdom.   
$17.95 HC  CLA731

In the 
style 
of Elsa 
Beskow...

Swedish Children’s Picture Books by Elsa Beskow

Classic Nature Tales in Art Nouveau Style

My First Snow Children  by Sibylle von Olfers 
A lively abridgment of this magical winter tale for 
younger readers!   $9.95 Board Book   CLA736
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Norwegian 
Cakes and Cookies  
by Sverre Sætre
Norway’s most acclaimed 
pastry chef presents 
recipes for everything from 
decadent cakes & tarts, to 
chocolates and cookies. 
Photos of every recipe. 
$16.99 PB   EBK509P

Modern Gingerbread   
by Sandra Monger
Traditional gingerbread 
goodies are given the 
modern treatment in this 
delectable book featur-
ing 15 projects to make, 
eat or display, including a 
Norwegian Kransekake.     
$19.95 PB   EBK360

Swedish Cakes 
and Cookies  
by Birgitta Rasmusson

Known in Sweden as 
Sju sorters kakor, this 
has been a classic for 
over 75 years, featuring 
classic Swedish cookies, 
breads, tortes & cakes!   
$17.95 HC   EBK514

Brontë Aurell is a Danish entrepreneur, restaurateur, and cook. Together with her Swedish husband Jonas, she runs the acclaimed ScandiKitchen Café and shop in central London.  
She is the author of several best-selling cookbooks, and a book about Scandinavian culture (see Nørth, and two other titles on page 3).   

Brontë at Home: Baking 
from the ScandiKitchen    
From warm cinnamon buns 
to almond ring cake, Brontë 
shares her love of baking in this 
inspired collection of more than 
70 Scandinavian recipes!  
$19.95 HC   EBK580

The Scandi Kitchen: 
Simple, Delicious Dishes for 
Any Occasion
There’s so much more to Nordic 
cooking than pickled herring & 
meatballs. This accessible book 
has 80 recipes to try at home!   
$24.99 HC   EBK586

ScandiKitchen Christmas    
Celebrate Christmas Scandi-
navian style with delicious recipes 
& traditions shared by Brontë 
Aurell. Christmas is the time to 
break the never-ending darkness 
with delicious food and hygge!
$19.95 HC   EBK475

ScandiKitchen: 
   Fika & Hygge   
This spectacular book features 
over 60 recipes for cakes, 
baked goods, and treats from 
all over Scandinavia!  
$24.99 HC   EBK588

ScandiKitchen Midsommar:   
Simply Delicious Food for 
Summer Days 
Flavorful recipes for everything 
from breakfast to dinner and 
dessert.  Formerly published 
as ScandiKitchen Summer.
$21.95 HC   EBK585

Scandinavian Baking & Cooking   

FIKA: The Art of the 
Swedish Coffee Break   
Anna Brones & J. Kindvall  
An illustrated guide to the 
cherished Swedish tradi-
tion of fika —a twice-daily 
coffee break—including 
recipes, anecdotes, and 
more. 
$17.99 HC   EBK499

Smörgåsbord: The 
Art of Swedish Breads 
& Savory Treats  
by Johanna Kindvall 
Recipes for traditional and 
contemporary Swedish 
dishes such as Savory 
Breakfast Rolls, Swedish 
Deviled Eggs, Buttery 
Red Cabbage, and other 
smörgåsbord classics. 
$17.99 HC   EBK405

Little Book of Fika: 
The Uplifting Daily 
Ritual of the Swedish 
Coffee Break  
by Lynda Balslev 
A delightful gift book 
on the Swedish tradition 
of fika—the twice-daily 
coffee break—including 
facts, quotes, tips, and 
sweet & savory recipes.  
$9.99 HC   EBK565

Swedish Fika: Cakes, 
Rolls, Breads, Soups, 
and More by Milo Kalén 
Elevate your coffee break 
to a true Swedish fika with 
these recipes for cookies, 
cakes, pies, tarts, buns, 
breads, soups, and more! 
Kalén shares the delights 
from her own Kaka på 
Kaka café in Sweden. 
$20.99 HC   EBK425

Classic Nordic Recipes:
Simple Meals the 
Swedish Way  
by Berit Öström 
Swedish native Berit Öström 
shares the Swedish classics 
and family favorites that she 
still cooks and loves today—
Beef Rydberg, Creamed Dill 
Potatoes, Pea Soup, Apple 
Cake and other favorites. 
$19.95 PB   EBK520

Cookie Cookbooks from Scandinavia & Beyond   

Classic Recipes of...
Each little book includes 
25 recipes for soups, 
appetizers, main dishes, & 
desserts. Metric & American.  
Hardcover.  $7.99 each
EBK590  Norway         
EBK592  Denmark      

Norske Nook Book of 
Pies and Other Recipes
by Jenny Bechard, et.al.  
Recipes from the award-
winning restaurant for 
Scandinavian specialties, 
cheesecakes, tortes, 
cookies, muffins, and 
mouthwatering pies!  
$29.95 HC   EBK529

Baking for the Holidays  
by Sarah Kieffer
Brimming with delicious 
indulgent recipes, cozy 
winter photography, and 
lots of holiday cheer, this 
is a go-to cookbook for 
baking enthusiasts.  
$24.95 HC   EBK325

Christmas Cookies
by Hannah Miles
Fill the house with the 
scent of delicious treats! 
Recipes for more than 60 
cookies from Jolly Santas 
and Frosted Fir Cones, to 
Reindeer Pretzel Cookies.   
$14.95 HC   EBK350
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For the Love of Licorice  
by Elisabeth Johansson
Very popular in Scandi-
navia, licorice is not just for 
snacks. Try licorice fudge 
and salt licorice ice cream, 
licorice Tosca cake, or lico-
rice-marinated lamb! You’ll 
find plenty of uses for this 
healthy, delicious root. 
$19.99 HC   EBK470

The Nordic Baker: Plant-
Based Bakes and Seasonal 
Stories from a Kitchen in 
the Heart of Sweden   
by Sofia Nordgren
Keep it simple with plant-
based cakes, buns, breads, 
cookies and crackers present-
ed with a backdrop of stunning 
location photography. 
$29.99 HC   EBK375

North Wild Kitchen: Home 
Cooking From the Heart of 
Norway  by Nevada Berg
This alluring, elegant cookbook by 
one of today’s most celebrated food 
bloggers, features recipes and beau-
tifully photographed dishes that 
delve into the heart of Norwegian 
food culture. No-fuss seasonal food! 
$35.00 HC   EBK310

Scandinavian Comfort 
Food  by Trine Hanemann   
Set the table, light candles, 
and relax. Let Trine show 
you how to create a cozy 
atmosphere with these deli-
cious, comforting wholesome 
Scandinavian recipes made 
with seasonal ingredients.   
$35.00 HC   EBK402

Modern Scandinavian Cooking   

Smörgåsbord: 
Deliciously Simple Modern 
Scandinavian Recipes 
by Signe Johansen 
Bring your smörgåsbord up to 
date with dishes such as 
skagen (prawn salad), citrus 
& spice cured gravad lax, or 
cheese with caraway and pick-
led cucumbers on crisp bread. 
$24.99 HC   EBK390

Modern Scandinavian 
Baking by Daytona Strong   
A complete guide for bak-
ers of all levels who want 
to create the sweet and 
savory treats of Denmark, 
Norway, and Sweden. From 
breads, to pastries, cakes, 
and cookies, there’s a simple 
and scrumptious recipe to 
delight everyone in this new 
Scandinavian baking book.  
$12.99 PB   EBK511

Bakeland: Nordic Treats 
Inspired by Nature 
by Marit Hovland  
Fifty tempting dessert recipes 
and 140 stunning photos make 
this book as much a treat for the 
eyes as it is for the taste buds. 
With step-by-step directions, this 
innovative cookbook is as acces-
sible as it is delectable!
$30.00 HC   EBK485

Scandinavian Cooking   
Beatrice brings to life the 
cuisines and customs of Norway, 
Sweden, Finland, & Denmark, 
with true home cooking.  
$18.95 PB   EBK502

Great Scandinavian Baking   
The definitive Scandinavian baking 
book.  $18.95 PB   EBK505

Homemade: 
Finnish Rye, Feed 
Sack Fashion, & Other 
Simple Ingredients 
from My Life in Food   
This delightful memoir 
is full of recipes, anec-
dotes, and humor. It 
brings to life a lively 
career in food writing.
$16.95 PB   EBK599P

The Finnish 
Cookbook  
Ojakangas has taken 
Finland’s best-selling 
cookbook and adapt-
ed it for American 
kitchens. A must 
for every Finnish-
American home.
$17.95 HC   EBK523

The Soup & Bread 
Cookbook   
More than one hundred 
delectable and satisfying 
soup and bread pairings 
from beloved James Beard 
Cookbook Hall of Famer 
Beatrice Ojakangas. All 
made with real ingredients 
for irresistible flavor!  
$19.95 PB   EBK598

Breakfast with 
Beatrice   
Time-tested recipes for 
delectable breakfasts 
from around the world, 
especially Scandinavia! 
Everything from 
Sweet Cream Waffles 
to Swedish Farmer’s 
Omelets.  
$19.95 PB   EBK597

Cooking with Beatrice Ojakangas   

Authentic Norwegian 
Cooking by Astrid K Scott  
With more than 300 recipes 
from throughout Norway, 
this comprehensive cook-
book is easy to use, boasts 
recipes for every occasion, 
and gives the history of the 
dishes. Index in English and 
Norwegian. Photos.  
$19.99 PB   EBK494

Kitchen of Light: New 
Scandinavian Cooking  
by Andreas Viestad  
This book transports readers 
to Viestad’s Norway—fishing 
for cod, halibut, and salmon; 
gathering chanterelles and 
wild berries. Recipes empha-
size fresh, simple ingredi-
ents! Companion volume to 
the PBS series!   
$25.95 PB   EBK508P

Nordic Cookbook 
Chef Nilsson traveled throughout the Nordic 
region collecting recipes and photograph-
ing the land and people. The results are two 
stunning collections of simple, authentic 
Scandinavian recipes that you can prepare 
at home.  Hardcover.  $49.95 each:   

Acclaimed Swedish Chef 
Magnus Nilsson

EBK495   Nordic Cookbook     
EBK496   Nordic Baking Book

Scandinavian 
Gatherings 
by Melissa Bahen  
This book boasts 30 craft 
projects for entertaining 
and decorating, and 40 
sweet and savory recipes 
that put a modern twist 
on classic Scandinavian 
treats.  
$24.95 HC   EBK400
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Beautiful Boards: 50 
Amazing Snack Boards for 
Any Occasion  by M. Brown
Visually exciting and deliciously 
enticing, The BakerMama’s 
snack boards are comprised of 
easy-to-find fresh and prepared 
foods, arranged in beautiful, art-
ful, and whimsical ways!
$24.99 HC   EBK615

Vegan Boards: 50 
Gorgeous Plant-Based 
Snack, Meal, and Dessert 
Boards for All Occasions 
by Kate Kasbee
This is the first book to make this 
trend accessible to people who 
follow an entirely plant-based 
diet! You’ll love the results. 
$24.99 HC   EBK614

Spectacular Spreads: 50 
Amazing Food Spreads for 
Any Occasion  by M. Brown
Maegan Brown takes snack 
boards to the next level—filling a 
table or kitchen counter—with 50 
delicious, family-friendly, & easy-
to-put-together food spreads 
and DIY bars for all occasions!
$28.00 HC   EBK630

Big Boards for Families  
by Sandy Coughlin
Whether you’re entertaining a 
crowd or feeding your family, 
Sandy shows you how to artfully 
craft and serve food boards for 
any occasion. Recipes and tips, 
and plenty of photos to inspire!
$26.99 HC   EBK632

Land of 10,000 
Plates: Stories & Recipes 
from MN  by P. Johnson
From Minnesota’s newer 
traditions—Hmong hot-
dish—to its oldest—nour-
ishing wild rice—readers 
will bask in the warmth 
of kitchens throughout 
the state. 
$24.95 PB   EBK607

Farmer & the Chef: 
Farm Fresh Minnesota 
Recipes & Stories 
Chef prepared recipes 
for everything from 
breakfast to dessert, 
accompanied by photos 
and stories of the farm-
ers who provided the 
bounty.  
$27.95 HC   EBK609

Tots! by D. Whalen
This tot-ally awesome 
cookbook offers 50 
delicious, playful, 
and surprising 
recipes for snacks, 
appetizers, inspired 
main dishes, sides, 
and even desserts!   
$12.95 PB   EBK610

Farmhouse Weekends 
by Melissa Bahen  
Apple cider donuts, white bean 
chili, buttery cobbler, and hot 
flaky biscuits are just a few of 
the recipes you’ll find in this 
mouthwatering cookbook for 
anyone who daydreams of 
country life.   
$30.00 HC  EBK613

Cinnamon, Spice 
& Warm Apple Pie  
Delicious recipes for 
home-baked, rustic fruit 
desserts served warm 
from the oven from pies 
and strudels, to cobblers. 
These recipes will keep 
you coming back for more. 
$14.95 HC  EBK560

Farm Recipes... from 
the Norske Nook
by Helen Myhre, M Vold  
From breads to gravies, 
meats to jellies, and of 
course, that celebrated 
sour cream raisin pie, 
Myhre shows you how to 
bring a slice of Midwest 
cooking into your kitchen. 
$24.95 PB  EBK 528P

I Heart Pumpkin: 
Comforting Recipes 
for Cooking with 
Winter Squash
by Alice Sambrook 
This cookbook has 
everything from light 
bites, to soups & stews, 
to desserts & drinks!  
$14.95 HC  EBK629

Grandma’s German 
Cookbook by L Schmidt 
Whether it’s crispy fried 
potatoes, steamed dump-
lings, or a creamy jelly roll 
stuffed with raspberries, no 
one makes food as good 
as a German grandmother—
that is, until now!   
$23.00 HC   EBK540

50 tried-and-true 
recipes for breads 
& muffins, soups & 
dips, cakes, bars 
and more. Color 
photos. Paperback.
$16.95 each

Cookbooks for Entertaining    

Specialty  Cookbooks    

Ebelskivers  
by Kevin Crafts  
Over 40 mouthwatering 
recipes for these Danish 
pancakes. Try the spiced 
apple, crunchy cinnamon, 
or the smoked salmon & 
dill. Step-by-step photos.
$14.95 PB   EBK525P

S’mores 
by Lisa Adams  
You don’t need a 
campfire to make these 
scrumptious treats; a 
stove, fireplace, or oven 
will do! Try the Hazelnut 
Raspberry Brownie, the 
Biscotti Latte, and many 
s’more! 
$14.99 HC   EBK623

150 Best Ebelskiver 
Recipes by C. Saulsbury  
These recipes deliver 
inspired flavor combina-
tions in addition to vegan 
and gluten-free variations 
of the classic and simpli-
fied batters.
$24.95 PB   EBK527

EBK625

EBK627

EBK640

EBK626

EBK628

Great Minnesota 
Cookie Book   
by Svitak Dean and 
Rick Nelson

Eighty delicious recipes 
from the Star Tribune’s 
annual cookie contest, 
with mouth-watering 
pictures and bakers’ 
stories.   
$24.95 HC   EBK606
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Winter Drinks  
A comforting collection 
of drinks to carry you 
through the long cold 
days of winter. From 
Cinnamon Hot Chocolate 
and Chai Tea Latte, to 
Eggnog and Spiced 
Mulled Wine!  
$14.95 HC   EBK620

Aprés All Day: 65+ 
Cozy Recipes to Share 
with Family & Friends 
by Kelley Epstein 
For ski bums & non-skiers, 
here are recipes for pre-ski 
fuel, on-mountain snacks, 
fireside cocktails, hearty 
dinners, and tasty desserts!  
$27.50 HC   EBK634

Artisanal Small-Batch 
Brewing  by A. Sheehan 
Sheehan makes home 
brewing a breeze for 
beginners and experts 
alike with smaller 1-gallon 
recipes that reduce the 
time, money and energy 
needed to create delicious 
brews all year long!  
$21.99 PB   EBK636

Summer Drinks  
From fruity and fresh to 
fierce and frozen, here 
you’ll find an array of 
tasty tipples perfect for 
every summery occasion! 
Refreshing drinks for 
everyone (both alcoholic 
and non-alcoholic).  
$14.99 HC   EBK621

MEAD:  Libations, 
Legends, and Lore of 
History’s Oldest Drink
by Fred Minnick  
With fantastical narratives, 
home-brewing instruc-
tions, and original craft 
cocktail recipes, Mead is 
the ultimate exploration of 
this classic beverage.  
$25.00 HC   EBK635

Beverages & 
More    

Scandinavian Holdiay Traditions and Cookbooks    

Scandi Christmas  
by Christine Bellstedt Myers  
Make the season really 
special by creating these 
stunning projects with a 
Scandinavian flair, including 
cards, decoratiions, gar-
lands, and cozy gifts.  
$19.95 PB   CHR140

Jul: Swedish American 
Holiday Traditions  
by Patrice Johnson  
Swedish-Americans are linked 
through the generations by a leg-
acy of meatballs and lutfisk. This 
book explores these traditions 
with recipes and reminiscences.  
$24.95 HC   CHR126

Keeping Christmas: 
Yuletide Traditions in 
Norway and the New 
Land  by Kathleen Stokker
A look at Norwegian-
American Christmas tradi-
tions, with stories, recipes, 
and firsthand accounts. 
$22.95 PB   CHR125P

How to Make a 
Swedish  Christmas  
by Helen Ingeborg
This book explains 
Swedish  traditions such 
as Lucia, Jul Tomte, 
Stjärngosse, and more. 
Includes recipes & crafts. 
$7.95 PB   CHR129

Keep on Rolling! 
Life on the Lefse 
Trail... 
by Gary Legwold
Follow the vibrant 
lefse trail into kitchens 
(both professional & 
amateur) throughout 
the country & pick up 
lefse-making tips along 

the way.  Step-by-step visual instructions.   
$16.95 PB   HBK170

Last Word on Lefse 
HBK168   $12.95

Last Word... Lutefisk 
HBK169   $14.95

Happy Vegan Christmas: 
Plant-Based Recipes for Festive 
Scandinavian Feasts by K Jönsson
Roasted nuts & vegetables, fragrant 
citrus & cloves, jeweled lingonberries, 
& cardamom buns fresh from the oven—
these are just a few of the delights of a 
Scandinavian vegan Christmas.    
$22.50 HC   EBK575

A 
treasure 
trove of 
recipes!

velkommen!

We hope you’ll visit our new website soon. See everything 
we carry, browse by category, search by title, read about authors, 

and get detailed information about all titles. 

The Nordic 
Guide to Living 
Ten Years Longer  
by Bertil Marklund 
A short guide to a 
long life, this prag-
matic little book by 
a Swedish doctor 
channels the simple, 

healthy lifestyle of Scandinavia.  
$12.95 PB   HBK162 

to our new website

Winter is for Snow  
by Robert Neubecker  
In this delightful lyrical 
tribute to winter, two 
siblings explore a 
snowy wonderland... 
and end up in the cozy 

warmth of family. This book will make kids like 
winter even more!  
$7.99 BB   PRE306 www.skandisk.com
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Nativity Flap Book 
by Rosalinde Bonnet
Discover the magic of 
the very first Christmas 
by lifting the big flaps 
in this simple Nativity 
story.   
$7.99 HC   CHR311

Peek Inside Christmas 
by Anna Milbourne
The elves are busy in Santa’s 
workshop on Christmas Eve. Lift 
the flaps to see all the activity!   
$11.99 HC   CHR316

Everything I Need to 
Know About Christmas 
I Learned from a Little 
Golden Book by D Muldrow  
Delightfully retro, this wise and 
witty guide to the holidays is a 
must for holiday survival!
$9.99 HC   CHR765

The Tree That’s Meant 
to Be  by Yuval Zommer 
A warm story about a lonely little 
Christmas tree who learns what it 
means to be loved—with a pow-
erful message to children that 
they are perfect just as they are! 
$17.99 HC   CHR420

Pick a Pine Tree  
by Patricia Toht
The joy of Christmas begins 
with picking out a tree. Then 
there’s digging out boxes of 
ornaments, trimming the tree, 
and turning on the lights! 
$16.99 HC   CHR309

The Great Spruce  
by John Duvall
With great courage and cre-
ativity, a young boy and his 
grandpa find a way to save 
his favorite tree in this joyful 
holiday tale! 
$17.99 HC   CHR325

Stopping by Woods 
on a Snowy Evening   
by Robert Frost, Susan Jeffers   
Award-winning illustrator Jeffers 
brings the wintry woods in this 
classic poem to life. A beautiful 
book for all ages to share.
$16.99 HC   CHR101  

A Gnome’s  Christmas
by Rien Poortvliet   
A mysterious box found in 
a barn in northern Finland  
contains captivating artwork 
that details how the gnomes 
celebrate Christmas. 
$14.95 HC   CHR131

The Sweet 
Smell of 
Christmas 
(scratch ‘n 
sniff) 
by Patricia 
Scarry  

Little Bear enjoys the smell of apple pie, 
Christmas trees, hot chocolate, & more! Includes 
six wonderful holiday scents.  
$9.99 HC   CHR200

Christmas Mouse  
A Finger Puppet Book 
A little mouse enjoys pres-
ents, sledding, caroling, & 
more on Christmas Eve.
$7.99 BB   CHR314

Advent Storybook  
by A. Schneider, M. Dusikova

This read-aloud book has 
24 beautifully-illustrated 
short stories to read before 
Christmas —one for each day 
in Advent!  Ages 4-8.  
$17.95 HC   CHR815

A Christmas Advent Story  
by Ivy Snow
Sing carols, watch ice skaters, 
bake cookies, and pick a tree—all 
in preparation for the perfect 
Christmas Day. Count down to 
Christmas with 25 fun flaps to lift. 
Ages 1-5.  $14.99 HC   CHR310

Christmas Books for Children    

Holiday Titles for All Ages    

Christmas Train 
by David Miles  
Join Santa and his 
enterprising elves on a 
train ride that teaches 
counting to 20.  6" x 8" 
(unfolds to 56").  
$12.99 BB   CHR756

Baby Reindeer  
Finger Puppet Book 
Follow baby reindeer’s 
activities from playtime 
to bedtime. 
$6.99 BB   CHR728

Away in a Manger
  Board Book with Sound 
by Holly Berry-Byrd 
Join Joseph and Mary as 
they ride into Bethlehem, 
and sing along with the 
classic carol. Icons will 
prompt you to press the 
buttons and play the 
music.  Ages 2-5.  
$9.99 BB   CHR225  

Novelty Christmas Books!    

www.skandisk.com

Traditions from 
Around the World 

Christmas is Coming  
by Monika Utnik-Strugała   

Learn about Christmas 
around the world in this truly 
international collection of 

legends and traditions. Read about holiday foods such as 
Glögg, Kutia, Lutefisk, Jansson’s Temptation, Julskinka, 
Bûche de Noël, Hallaca, Christmas Pudding, Panettone; and 
customs such as Christmas carols, talking animals, and The 
Nutcracker! A Christmas book the entire family will enjoy. 
$25.00 HC   CHR322  
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Night Before 
Christmas  
by Clement Clark Moore   
Award-winning illustrator 
Charles Santore captures 
the delight of Santa’s 
wondrous visit with images 
that will enchant all ages.    
$12.95 BB  CHR 747B  

Magic Painting 
Christmas Cards
Children can paint cards 
for teachers & friends! 
10 cards/envelopes.  
$8.99   CRC 304   

Little Sticker Dolly  
Snow Princesses
An enchanting sticker 
book filled with prin-
cesses to dress!  
$8.99 PB   CRC353   

Little Sparkly Sticker 
Book Christmas
Use these glittery 
stickers to add sparkle 
to every page!  
$8.99 PB   CHR305   

Little Stickers  
Christmas
It’s Christmas in 
Santa’s workshop! 
Over 300 stickers.  
$5.99 PB   CRC306   

Little Sticker Dolly 
Dressing  Christmas
A magical little book 
with lots of dolls to 
dress using stickers!  
$8.99 PB   CRC307   

Christmas Puzzle 
Pad
Over 100 puzzles to 
keep kids busy all sea-
son. Tear-off pages!  
$5.99 PB   CHR303   

Christmas Cheer 
Mad Libs
Celebrate Christmas 
one blank at a time.   
84 stories to fill in!  
$8.99 PB   CRC308   

Christmas Magic 
Painting Book  
Paint with water & watch 
the colors appear.  
$9.99 PB   CHR301

Enchanted Christmas 
Magic Painting 
Book  
Paint with water & watch 
the colors appear.  
$9.99 PB   CHR302

Nativity Sticker Book  
Tell the Christmas story 
with over 230 stickers. 
Ages 3-6.  
$6.99 PB   CHR410

Winter Wonderland 
Sticker Book  
200+ stickers of animals, 
gifts, snowflakes & more.  
$9.99 PB   CRC214

Wipe-Clean 
Christmas Activities  
Fun mazes & matching 
games to do over and 
over on wipe-clean pages.  
$7.99 PB   CHR300

The Snowiest 
Christmas Ever!  
by Jane Chapman  
Two little bear cubs are 
excited for Christmas, but 
they wonder how Santa will 
find them in so much snow! 
Ages 2-5. Padded cover.  
$9.99 BB   CHR820

S is for Santa: A 
Christmas Alphabet  
by Greg Paprocki 
This colorful Christmas 
alphabet book will evoke 
a sense of wonder for 
toddlers and nostalgia for 
parents. Retro illustrations. 
$9.99 BB   CHR750

Christmas Parade  
by Sandra Boynton 
Written with the irresistible 
rhythm of a lively march-
ing band, this is a rousing   
Christmas parade.
 $7.99 BB   CHR545

Santa’s Toy Shop  
by Al Dempster 
In this classic Disney 
story, Santa finally 
gets to play with some 
toys himself. The book 
features original 1940s 
artwork!
 $7.99 BB   CHR315

Baby Jesus by Leslie Sims 
One starry night, long ago, a 
very special baby was born. 
Follow the animals, the shep-
herds and the wise men to 
say hello to him!
$4.99 BB   CHR312

Christmas in the 
Manger  by Nolo Buck   
An introduction to the 
Christmas story that even 
the youngest child will 
understand. Ages 2-5.  
$6.99 BB   CHR245

Who is Coming 
to Our House? 
by Joseph Slate  
The  animals  welcome 
baby Jesus to their home. 
Rhyming text.  Ages 1-5. 
$7.99 BB    CHR112B

Very First 
Christmas Carols 
by Felicity Brooks  
This charming collection 
is an ideal first Christmas 
carols book.  Ages 1-5. 
$4.99 BB    CHR313

Room for a Little 
One by Martin Waddell   
Kind Ox invites animals 
into the warmth of his sta-
ble. Soon a donkey arrives 
with Mary and Joseph.  
$7.99 BB   CHR240

God Gave Us 
Christmas by Bergren 

Little Cub learns that 
God loves everyone so 
much that he gave us 
Jesus, the best gift of all.
$6.99 BB   CHR201B

Christmas: A 
Count & Find Primer  
by Greg Paprocki 
Count popular winter 
holiday activities from 
1 to 10, and then find 
even more hidden 
objects throughout!  
$9.99 BB   CHR751

Christmas Activity Books  for Children   

Old-Time Christmas 
Village Sticker Advent 
Calendar    
Each day children add a sticker 
to the laminated Victorian-era 
village backdrop.  Reusable!   
$7.95   CHR 905
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The 
Tomtes’ 
Christmas 
Porridge  
by Sven 
Nordqvist

When the 
family forgets to leave porridge for the tomtes on 
Christmas Eve, Mama tomte hatches a plan before 
Papa tomte finds out! A delightful Christmas tale based
on Swedish folklore.  Ages 5+.   $17.95 HC   CHR175

The Yule Tomte 
and the Little 
Rabbits by Ulf Stark
This charming story of 
a grumpy tomte and 
hopeful little rabbits is 
told over twenty-five 
chapters—one for each 
day of Advent. A funny 

story for families to share. 104 pages.  
$24.95 HC   CHR700

A Story 
for Advent!

Cat on the Dovrefell  
A Christmas Tale 
by Tomie dePaola
When a man captures 
a great white bear, he 
is determined to bring 
it as a gift to the king of 
Finnmark. But to do that, 

he must first cross the Dovrefells—a mountain covered in snow 
and ice—in the middle of winter. This delightful Christmas story 
is based on a Norwegian folktale.   
$17.99 HC   CHR150

God Jul  
A Swedish Christmas 
by Anders Neumuller
The charm, warmth, and beauty of a 
Swedish Christmas is captured in this 
remarkable collection of 300 colorful, 

fun, and historic postcards dating back to the 1800s. You’ll recognize 
artists such as Jenny Nyström, Elsa Beskow, and Aina Stenberg.   
$19.99 PB   CHR124

Little Tomte’s 
Christmas 
Wish
by Inkeri Karvonen

Little Tomte 
embarks on a 
candle-making plan 

to help his Christmas wish come true. A heartwarming 
festive tale drawn with gentle humor by acclaimed 
Finnish illustrator Hannu Taina.  Ages 4-10.   
$17.95 HC   CHR603

Wish Books by Lori Evert and Per Breiehagen    

The Reindeer Wish  
Anja cares for an aban-
doned reindeer baby. 
When it grows, she leads 
him to join the reindeer 
of Santa’s team!    
$17.99 HC   CHR800    

Polar Bear Wish   
Anja and her cousin 
Erik rescue a baby 
polar bear in this wintry 
Nordic adventure story!
$17.99 HC   CHR500    

The Christmas Wish   
Anja straps on her skis 
and heads outside to find 
Santa. This cozy Nordic 
tale is the original Wish 
story.
$17.99 HC   CHR600    

Brave Little Puppy  
When Anja’s puppy 
gets lost in the woods, 
his forest friends guide 
him home.  Ages 2-5.  
$8.99 BB   CHR730

The Puppy’s Wish    
Anja’s husky puppy, 
Birki, wishes he was 
good at something. 
It turns out that he is!  
Ages 2-5.  
$8.99 BB   CHR731

Scandinavian Christmas Books    

Lucia Morning in Sweden  
by Eva Rydåker   
Peek inside as the Svensson’s 
get ready for Lucia Day. Includes 
recipes, a Lucia gown pattern, 
and the Lucia song and legend.
$8.99 PB   CHR710  

A Literary 
Christmas    

A Very 
German 
Christmas  
by Antonie 
Schneider, 
M. Dusikova

Classic and contemporary holiday stories 
from Austria, Switzerland and Germany. 
You’ll find works by the Brothers Grimm, 
Goethe, Mann, Rilke, Hesse, as well as 
more recent holiday tales.  
$22.95 HC   CHR122

A Very 
Scandinavian 
Christmas  
by Hans Christian 
Andersen, et.al.

A smörgåsbord 
of literary stories including classics by 
Andersen, Lagerlöf, Rölvaag, Asbjørnsen, 
and others. These contemplative Nordic 
tales are laden with gnomes, trolls, and 
aquavit in abundance.  
$22.95 HC   CHR120

Christmas Joy
  —Juleglede 
Mike & Else  
$12.95   MCD2519

Christmas in 
Norway 
St. Olaf Choir   
$17.95  MCD2805

A Swedish Christmas  
Anne-Charlotte & Ellen Harvey  
$17.95   MCD5701

Scandinavian Christmas & Other CDs    

Lively 
Dance 
Tunes!From the Heart of Scandinavia  

by Jack Pearson   
A solo guitar masterpiece! Includes Roselil, Per Spel-
man, Å janta å ja, & other favorite Scandinavian tunes.
$14.95 CD   MCD2950

See 
complete 
song lists 
on our 
website!
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Three Snow Bears
$8.99 BB   FAV733B

Gingerbread Baby
$7.99 BB   FAV744B

Gingerbread Christmas
$8.99 BB   FAV745B

The Snowy Nap 
When winter comes, Hedgie tries to 
stay awake so he doesn’t miss all the 
fun his friends are having! A charming 
winter tale set on a Danish farm.
$18.99 HC   FAV743

Jan Brett’s The Nutcracker 
Jan Brett makes this classic her own by set-
ting it in snowy Russia and adding whimsi-
cal touches to the favorite elements of the 
traditional ballet. A stunning new edition!
$18.99 HC   FAV735

The Animals’ Santa  
Little Snow finds it hard to believe that 
the animals’ Santa is coming with pres-
ents for everyone, when all the animals 
say they have never seen him!  
$18.99 HC   FAV732

The Night Before Christmas 
The hardcover version of this holiday 
classic comes with a DVD featuring 
stunning artwork from the book paired 
with a live performance of original music 
by the Boston Pops Orchestra.
Hardcover   $20.00   FAV736 (w/ DVD)
Board Book   $8.99   FAV736B

Cozy 
Cozy is the softest musk ox in Alaska, 
with the warmest fur you ever felt. 
When a storm hits, a group of clever 
animals find an unusual but warm 
home in Cozy’s fur!  
$18.99 HC   FAV722

The Hat
Hedgie gets his 
head stuck in a woolen stocking in this 
delightful tale set on a Danish farm.
Hardcover   $18.99   FAV742
Board Book   $8.99   FAV742B

The Mitten
Jan Brett brings this 
 Ukrainian folk tale to life with warmth 
and humor in her  distinctive style.
Hardcover   $18.99   FAV741
Board Book   $8.99   FAV741B

Annie & the Wild Animals 
When Annie’s cat disappears, she 
attempts friendship with a variety 
of unsuitable woodland animals, 
but soon everything works out. 
Ages 3-7.   $7.99 PB   FAV755P 

Home for Christmas
After running away to avoid 
doing chores, Rollo the troll soon 
finds out that there is no place 
like home. He returns just in time 
for Christmas! Set in Sweden!   
$18.99 HC   FAV734

Who’s That Knocking 
on Christmas Eve? 
As Kyri prepares for Christmas 
Eve, a boy from Finnmark and 
his ice bear arrive. A Norwegian 
folk tale. 
$18.99 HC   FAV749

Christmas Trolls  
Treva confronts two  irresist-
ible Norwegian trolls who 
don’t understand Christmas.  
Hardcover  $18.99   FAV748 
Paperback  $7.99   FAV748P

Trouble With Trolls
Treva uses quick thinking to 
outwit the trolls who are trying 
to steal her beloved dog Tuffi. 
Set in Norway!    
Hardcover   $18.99   FAV747
Paperback   $7.99   FAV747P

Wild Christmas Reindeer   
Little Teeka struggles to get the rein-
deer ready for Santa.  A Nordic tale. 
Hardcover  $18.99   FAV740   
Board Book  $8.99   FAV740B
Paperback    $8.99   FAV740P

If It’s Snowy & You 
Know It, Clap Your 
Paws!  by Kim Norman  
Join the frosty adventure 
on the ice in this humorous 
twist of a popular song!  
$6.95 BB   CHR741

Baking Day at 
Grandma’s  A. Denise  
Three bears and their 
grandma pour and mix 
and stir—with breaks for 
hot cocoa and dancing!  
$6.99 BB   FAM212B

Red Sled  by Lita Judge  
Find out what happens 
when a cast of woodland 
friends discover a well-
loved sled in this whimsi-
cal, almost wordless book!  
$7.99 BB   PRE300

Winter in the Forest  
by Rusty Finch   
Learn about winter in the 
forest alongside two little 
raccoons. Every scene 
includes a lift-a-flap!    
$11.99 BB   PRE302

The Enchanted World of Jan Brett    

Cozy Winter Board Books for Little Ones    
Jan Brett 
Board Books

New from Jan Brett
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Also available:   
Bunad Gift 
Enclosure Cards   
$7.95/pkg. of 10 
(5 each of 2 designs, with 
envelopes)   CRD750  

Reproductions of turn-of-the-cen-
tury postcards featuring traditional 
Norwegian bunads. Blank inside.  
8 cards/envelopes (all different 
designs).  Size: 4.63" x 6" 
$13.95   CRD740 

Antique Bunad Cards

Rosemaling designs by Ethel Kvalheim. Folio 
contains 8 cards/8 envelopes (all different designs).  
Blank inside.  Card size: 4.63" x 6"  $13.95  CRD700

Rosemaling Cards 

Tomten Christmas Cards by S. Solem
Norwegian artist Svein Solem’s paintings of Tomte or 
Nisse. The legend of the tomte is printed on the back 
of each card.  Greeting: God Jul!  Wishing you a Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year   8 cards (2 of each)
$13.95   CRD940  

Also available: 
Tomten Encl. Cards  
(5 each of 2 designs, 
with envelopes)
$7.95   CRD942    

Carl Larsson Christmas Cards
Festive holiday images by Carl Larsson.  Greeting: 
Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year!   8 cards (2 of each)  Size: 4.6” x 6”   
$13.95   CRD670   

Also available: 
Carl Larsson 
Holiday Encl. Cards  
(5 each of 2 designs, 
with envelopes)
$7.95   CRD680    

Also available: 
Carl Larsson Gift 
Enclosure Cards  
(5 each of 2 designs, 
with envelopes)
$7.95   CRD660    

This card pack contains 8 cards (2 each of 4 designs), 
featuring Carl Larsson’s paintings of children.  
Blank inside.  Size: 4.63" x 6"     $13.95   CRD650   

Carl Larsson Blank Notecards

Carl 
Larsson 
2022 
Calendar

Swedish artist Carl Larsson rendered charming 
scenes of his home in cheerful watercolors that 
document his family’s idyllic country life.  
Size: 13" x 12"    $14.99   CAL406  

Carl Larsson: 
A Book of Postcards
A collection of 30 color repro-
ductions.  Card size:  6.5" x 4.75"   
$10.95   ABK406

#150 #151 #152 #153 #154 #155 #156

Size: 2.31" x 8.5"   $1.25 each    Order NOV+ item #

NOV125  Tomte Laws 
NOV132  Tricks for Trolls
NOV135  Swedish 
Proverbs (Yellow)
NOV136  Swedish 
Proverbs (Blue)
NOV158  Mushroom 
Girl (Elsa Beskow)
NOV120  Gnomes 
   (Kirsten Sevig)
More bookmarks online!#158 #120#125 #132 #135 #136

Children of the Forest Notecards 

Blank inside. 
Folio includes 8 
cards, two each     
of four designs. 
Not all shown.  
$13.95   CRD780 

Little 
Scandinavian 
Girls Sticker 
Paper Dolls

Two paper dolls to dress with 25 
costume stickers! (4" x 6")
CRC436   $1.99

Great 
Stocking 
stuffer!

Scandinavian Christmas Cards & Notecards    

Carl Larsson Bookmarks    

Scandinavian Bookmarks    

Also available: 
Rosemaling Gift 
Enclosure Cards  
(5 each of 2 designs, 
with envelopes)
$7.95   CRD710    

by Elsa Beskow
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Simply 
Christmas: 
A Busy Mom’s 
Guide to 
Reclaiming the 
Peace of the 
Holidays   
by Tama Fortner 

This 31-day devotional is your invitation 
to slow down & savor the beauty of the 
manger this year. Short reflection and 
scripture reading for each day. 
$14.95 HC   INS106

Devotions for 
the Fall    
Relax by the fire, sip 
some apple cider 
or a pumpkin spice 
latte, and enjoy the 
season to the fullest 

with this festive devotional. 40 devotions 
paired with beautiful photographs. 
$14.99 HC   INS105

POP165    Everything ... Little Golden Book        $9.99 each
POP175    Everything ... Disney Little Golden Book
POP180    Everything ... About Family... Little Golden Book 

With illustrations from classic Golden Books, these books show 
you how to slow down and appreciate every day.  96 pages. 
(See Everything ...Christmas, p. 16)   Hardcover. 

Think Happy—Instant 
Peptalks to Boost Positivity    
A stylish book of aphorisms 
with the power to uplift.  
$12.99 HC  POP150

Don’t Let Life 
  Get Your Goat    
With its woolly wisdom & 
charming photos of goats, this 
book helps us keep our chin 
up when life’s challenges pull 
us down.  6" x 6"
$10.95 HC   POP160

Inspirational Books & Gift Books    

These beautiful hardcover books feature stunning 
photographs and 90 inspirational readings that 
beckon you to slow down and nourish your soul.  
INS100  Devotions... Lake   $16.99
INS101  Devotions... Front Porch   $18.99
INS102  Devotions... Garden   $16.99
INS103  Devotions... Kitchen Table   $17.99
INS104  Devotions... Mountains   $18.99

My First Read-Aloud 
Bible Amer. Bible Society
Beautiful illustrations and 
simple text make this Bible 
ideal for young children. 
Includes both Testaments. 
$12.99 HC  INS233

Bedtime Devotions 
with Jesus  by J. Hunt
A collection of prayers & 
devotions for children. 
Ages 4-8.  328 pages. 
$16.99 HC   INS310

5-Minute Bedtime 
Bible Stories 
retold by Amy Parker
Twelve stories, perfect for 
reading aloud. Colorful 
illustrations on every page.    
$12.99 HC   INS230

My Little Book 
About God 
by Jane Watson
Even the tiniest things 
that we take for granted 
are part of God’s great 
plan.  Ages 2-5. 
$4.99 BB   INS265 

God Gave Us You   
by Lisa Tawn Bergren
Little Cub asks her 
mama a very important 
question: “Where did I 
come from?”   
$6.99 BB  FAM865B 

Jesus Loves Me!
by Tim Warnes
A charming rendi-
tion of a favorite 
children’s song.   
$7.99 BB   INS266 

Just for Me 
Bible
This padded 
board book 
with handle 

features 20 popular Bible stories with bright 
art and kid-friendly text.   $9.99 BB   INS235 

All Aboard Noah’s 
Ark!  by Mary Josephs 
The animals come two 
by two to Noah’s ark in 
this little book with fun 
flaps!  4" x 4"   
$3.99 BB   INS271 

Noah’s Ark
by Russell Punter 
Here come the animals, 
two by two!  A chaming 
retelling of the well-loved 
story.  Age 2-5.      
$4.99 BB   INS272 

God Made You 
Just Right by Jill Lord
A cheerful reminder 
that God made each of 
us special and unique! 
$7.99 BB  INS275 

If Jesus Lived Inside 
My  Heart by Jill Lord
This story helps children 
understand the presence 
of Jesus in our lives. 
$7.99 BB  INS279 

Religious Books for Children    

God Loves Me Bible
Simple stories that focus on the 
fact God loves all children, includ-
ing yours, with a special frame 
on the cover to place your child’s 
photo so they never forget. 
Girls Bible  INS305  $9.99
Boys Bible  INS306  $9.99  
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Viking Lore & Norse Myths    

Viking Hondbók:  
Eat, Dress, & Fight Like  
a Warrior  by K. Egerdahl  
Learn what it was like to 
live as a Norseman in this 
fascinating look at Vikings 
and the Viking Age. Fun 
facts on every page.   
$17.00 HC   LIT296

Vikings: A History      
by Robert Ferguson
A comprehensive and 
thrilling history, this is 
a definitive portrait of 
the Vikings by a leading 
scholar of Scandinavian 
studies.  
$20.00 PB  LIT319

The Viking World  
by J. Graham-Campbell 
An authoritative account 
of the Viking world, based 
on recent archaeological 
research, with an important 
chapter on shipwrights and 
seamen by Sean McGrail. 
$19.99 PB   LIT297

Children of Ash & 
Elm: A History of the 
Vikings  by Neil Price
The definitive history of 
the Vikings—from arts and 
culture to politics and cos-
mology—by a distinguished 
archaeologist. 624 pp.
$35.00 HC   LIT292

The Far Traveler: 
Voyages of a Viking 
Woman  by Nancy Brown
The amazing true story of a 
woman even more extraor-
dinary than legend has 
painted. This non-fiction 
account reads like a novel. 
$17.99 PB   LIT249

Vikings: The 
North Atlantic Saga 
Smithsonian Museum 
of Natural History 
A fascinating look at 
the Viking presence 
in America before 
Columbus, as well as 
in Iceland, Greenland, 
France, Britain, and 
Russia.   
$34.95 PB   LIT312

Oxford Illustrated 
History of the 
Vikings by Peter Sawyer
This lavishly illustrated 
book by leading interna-
tional scholars presents 
an authoritative account 
of the Vikings. Includes 
maps, chronology, index 
and more. 
$27.99 PB   LIT309

Historical Atlas 
of the Vikings  
by John Haywood 

This atlas illustrates 
the Viking influence 
extending from the Holy 
Land to Newfoundland, 
as explorers, settlers, 
craftsmen  and hired 
mercenaries.  
$23.00 PB   LIT310

Norse Mythology
by Neil Gaiman 
A master storyteller 
presents a dazzling 
version of the great Norse 
myths. Gaiman’s deft and 
witty prose makes these 
long-ago myths breathe 
pungent life again! 
$15.95 PB   LIT131P

Book of Viking Myths
by Peter Archer  
This fascinating book 
reveals the origins of the 
Vikings—from Thor & Leif 
Erikson to Loki and the 
Valkyries—and the tales 
that have influenced our 
own lives.  Out of stock 
until January 2022.  
$16.99 HC   LIT313

Viking Art  by 
Graham-Campbell 
From delicate metal-
work & fine jewelry, 
to grand ships and 
the Gotland picture 
stones, this book is 
the definitive guide 
to Viking Art.  
$24.95 PB   LIT294

Norse Myths
by K. Crossley-Holland
These 32 classic myths 
bring the Viking world 
vividly to life. Tales 
of Odin, Thor, Freyja, 
and others, show the 
courage and passion of 
the Norse World.
$22.00 PB   LIT127

Nordic Runes: 
Understanding 
the Ancient Viking 
Oracle  
by Paul Mountfort
Explores the 
meanings of each 
of the runes in 
the Elder Futhark. 
Also runecasting 
and interpretation.  

$16.99 PB   LIT316

Nordic Book 
of Runes  
Jonathan Dee

A guide to the 
secrets of rune-
reading, an an-
cient predictive 
art, that teaches 
you how to lay 

out runes and interpret them instantly. 
$9.99 HC   LIT318

Norse Mythology: 
A Guide to the Gods, 
Heroes, Rituals & Beliefs  
by John Lindow   
Explore the magical myths 
and legends of Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Iceland, 
and Viking-Age Greenland 
in these sparkling tales!   
$24.95 PB   LIT126

Little Bit of 
Runes   
by Cassandra 
Eason  
Eason explains to 
spiritual seekers 

exactly what runes are, which are right for 
them, and how to make their own.   
$9.95 HC   LIT317

Nine Worlds: A Dict-
ionary of Norse Mythology  
by Dag Rossman  
A concise collection of 
people, places and things 
unique to Norse mythology.   
$6.95 PB  LIT320
Also, Dag Rossman’s  Tales 
of the Nine Worlds (4 book 
series) is available online.

The Viking Heart  
by Arthur Herman   
A sweeping epic of how 
the Vikings and their 
descendants have shaped 
history and America! We 
can still be inspired by 
their indomitable spirit.  
$30.00 HC   LIT245

Tales of Valhalla  
by M. & H. Whittock   
A vivid retelling of Norse 
mythology that explores 
these legendary stories 
and their significance and 
influence on the Viking 
world. A lively volume!  
$17.95 PB   LIT140
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Norse Mythology: Vol. 1
by Neil Gaiman & Craig Russell 
Gaiman & Russell breathe new life 
into the Norse myths in this comic-
book adaptation of the hit novel 
Norse Mythology! 
$29.95 HC   LIT139

How to Be a Viking  
by Cressida Cowell   
Unlike most Vikings, Hiccup is afraid 
of everything. How will he manage 
his very first ocean voyage? Includes 
CD with the story read by the author! 
$17.99 HC   LIT270    

The Littlest Viking  
by Alexandra Penfold   
A hilarious story about what 
happens to the littlest and 
loudest Viking when an even 
littler and louder Viking 
arrives! Ages 4-8. 
$17.99 HC   LIT272    

The Three Vikings  
by Adam Auerbach 
Three Vikings set out on a daring 
quest in this thoughtful picture 
book. The littlest one is neither the 
strongest nor bravest, but he is the 
most creative! Ages 4-8. 
$17.99 HC   LIT271

Norse Myths: Tales of 
Odin, Thor, & Loki 
by Kevin Crossley-Holland
From the creation of the nine 
worlds to the final battle of 
Ragnarok, Crossley-Holland 
details the Viking gods as never 
before. Lavish illustrations. 
$27.99 HC   LIT150

Norse Myths: Meet the Gods, 
Monsters, and Heroes of the 
Vikings  by Matt Ralphs
Set off on a thrilling adventure in 
a land of fire and ice, where gods 
vie for power, giants do battle with 
beasts, and trolls get up to no good. 
A fabulous collection of 20+ tales.  
$21.99 HC   LIT137

The Blackwell Trilogy 
by Armstrong & Marr   
Fans of action-adventure won’t want to 
miss this trilogy filled with larger-than-life 
legends, gripping battles, and engaging 
characters who bring the Norse myths to 
life.  Ages 8-12.  Paperback.  $8.99 each
LIT401  Loki’s Wolves (#1)           
LIT402  Odin’s Ravens (#2)
LIT403  Thor’s Serpents (#3)  

The Thunder Girls Adventure Series  
by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams   
A magical series steeped in Norse mythology, 
magic, adventure, and friendship! Available indi-
vidually or in a boxed set. Ages 8-12. Grade 3 -7.  
LIT404  Thunder Girls Boxed Set   $31.99/set of 4 
LIT405  Freya & the Magic Jewel (#1)   $7.99         
LIT406  Sif & the Dwarfs’ Treasures (#2)   $7.99
LIT407  Idun & the Apples of Youth  (#3)   $7.99   
LIT408  Skade & the Enchanted Snow (#4)   $7.99      

Helga Makes a Name 
for Herself  by M. Maynor
A funny and empowering 
picture book about a small 
but strong Viking girl who is 
determined to make a name 
for herself.  Age 4-7.   
$17.99 HC   FAV515

Captured by Vikings • Escape from the Vikings
by Torill Thorstad Hauger   Ages 12 & up!  $12.95 PB
LIT250  Captured by Vikings       
LIT251  Escape from the Vikings   

Two Irish  children 
are kidnapped 
by Vikings and 
brought to  Norway 
as slaves. Later, 
they escape and 
make their way 
back to Ireland. 
Gripping and true 
to historical fact!   

Thorfinn the 
  Nicest Viking... 
    by David MacPhail

Thorfinn is no ordinary 
Viking! This is a funny, 
illustrated, action-packed 
series for ages 6 to 9.  

LIT261  Awful Invasion   $6.95 PB          
LIT262  Gruesome Games   $8.95 PB    
LIT263  Rotten Scots   $8.95 PB               
LIT264  Disgusting Feast   $6.95 PB 
LIT265  Raging Raiders   $6.95 PB
LIT266  Terrible Treasure   $6.95 PB  

Thorfinn & the...
Who Was Leif 
Erikson?  by Medina 
Learn about the first 
known European to set 
foot on North America!  
$5.99 PB  LIT275

Helga’s Dowry: A Troll 
Love Story  by T. dePaola
A folktale of a determined and 
self-reliant troll whose clever-
ness, humor, & insight help her 
stand on her own two feet. 
Age 4-7.  $7.99 PB   FAV375

A celebration of teamwork!

Velda the Awesomest 
Viking... by David MacPhail   
Who says girls can’t be 
proper Vikings?  Ages 6 to 9. 
$8.95 PB   LIT255    

T is for Thor: A Norse Mythology 
Alphabet  by Virginia Loh-Hagan 
A trip through the world of Scandi-
navian mythology, history, culture, and 
religion. You’ll meet Loki, Thor, Odin, 
Heimdall, and the famous Valkyries. 
$17.99 HC   LIT136

Norse Mythology for Kids  
by Mathias Nordvig
These timeless stories from the 
world of Scandinavian folklore will 
transport you to the land of Thor, 
Odin, Loki, and Frigg!  Ages 7-12.    
$14.99 PB   LIT141

Fun with 
Vikings 
Stencils
Pre-cut stencils 
for crafts!  (4"x6")
$1.99  CRC432  

Treasury of Norse 
Mythology by Donna Jo Napoli   
Dazzling illustrations combine with 
lyrical storytelling to bring these 
classic tales to life. Includes stories 
of intrigue, trickery, and love.
$24.99 HC   LIT129

Norse Myths & Vikings for Young Readers   

Graphic 
Novel
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Assault in  Norway
by Thomas Gallagher 
Based on interviews with 
the commandos them-
selves, here are the vivid 
details about the planning 
and execution of one of the 
most famous raids in WWII. 
$16.95 PB   HIB338

Counterfeiter  
by Moritz Nachtstern
In 1945 Moritz Nachstern 
sat down in his Oslo 
apartment and dic-
tated the story of how 
he was one of the few 
Norwegian Jews who 
managed to survive the 
Holocaust.
$16.95 PB   HIB342

The Winter Fortress 
by Neal Bascomb
The chronicle of Leif 
Tronstad, a Norwegian sci-
entist, a team of commandos 
on skis, and an operation 
that would end Hitler’s 
chance of winning the war.
$17.99 PB   HIB345P

The Twelth Man 
by Astrid Scott, Tore Haug  
The story of Jan Baalsrud, 
whose struggle to escape 
the Gestapo and survive in 
occupied Norway inspired 
the international film of the 
same name.   
$18.99 PB   HIB337

Skis Against the 
Atom by Knut Haukelid   
A first-hand account of 
 heroism and  sabotage 
during the Nazi occupa-
tion of Norway. These 
brave men changed the 
outcome of the war. 
$15.95 PB   HIB328

Hitler’s Savage 
Canary by David Lampe 
Isolated from the Allies 
and fueled by a sense of 
human decency, the Danes 
created a resistance move-
ment that proved a thorn 
in the Nazis’ side.  
$16.99 PB   HIB329

The Prince and the 
Nanny  by O. Bjerkness 
The early life of Prince 
Harald, now King of 
Norway, as told through 
the journal of his nurse, 
Inga Berg, in the days 
leading up to WWII.  
$14.95 PB   HIB100

The Sledge Patrol 
A brave group of Danish and 
Norwegian hunters carried 
out one of the most dramatic 
operations of the war, patrol-
ling a 500-mile stretch of 
Greenland’s coast by dogsled.     
$19.95 PB   HIB336  

The Shetland Bus
The “Shetland Bus” was 
the nickname given to the 
Norwegian fishing fleet 
that was used to secretly 
shuttle refugees and sup-
plies in the night.   
$19.95 PB   HIB335

We Die Alone
One of the most exciting 
escape narratives of World 
War II, this book chronicles 
Jan Baalsrud’s escape 
from Nazi-occupied Arctic 
Norway. 
$16.95 PB   HIB327

WWII Tales of Courage and Endurance by David Howarth 

The Klipfish Code
by Mary Casanova
Twelve-year-old Marit 
& her younger brother 
take action in the 
Norwegian resistance 
despite their grandfa-
ther’s warnings. 
Ages 9+.  Fiction.  
$7.99 PB   HIB371P

Courage & Defiance
by Deborah Hopkinson
This book brings to life the 
remarkable stories of the 
heroic young Danish men 
and women who fought 
back during the Nazi 
occupation of Denmark.  
Ages  8-12. 
$7.99 PB  HIB380

Number the Stars
by Lois Lowry
In 1943 Denmark, 
10-year-old Annemarie 
finds the courage to 
help her best friend, 
Ellen Rosen, concealing 
her as part of their 
family. Ages 8+.
$8.99 PB   HIB372

Northern Lights
by Lucy Jago
The extraordinary true 
story of the life and work of 
Norwegian scientist Kristian 
Birkeland, the troubled 
genius who solved the 
mysteries of one of nature’s 
most spectacular displays.  
$16.95 PB   HIB175

Snow Treasure
by Marie McSwigan
Peter & his friends slip 
past Nazi guards with 
nine million dollars in 
gold hidden on their 
sleds. A classic novel of 
adventure in occupied 
Norway.  Ages 10+.  
$7.99 PB   HIB370

World War II Books for Young Readers 

World War II Books for Young Readers Unusual & Unexpected Scandinavian History & Culture

How Iceland 
Changed the World  
by Egill Bjarnason

Iceland played a pivotal 
role in events as diverse 
as the French Revolution, 
the Moon Landing, and the 
foundation of Israel.  One 
tiny island in the middle of 
the Atlantic has shaped the 
world for centuries.   
$17.00 PB  HBK158

Scandinavian History & Culture  

Nordic Theory of 
Everything  
by Anu Partanen
Anu compares life in 
Finland with her new life in 
the US, and shows us what 
we can learn from Finland 
to fulfill the promise of the 
American dream!   
$16.99 PB  HBK160P

Almost Nearly Per-
fect People  M Booth
Booth journeys through 
all five Nordic countries 
to discover the secrets of 
their success, and what 
they think of one another! 
He explains why they are 
models for the world!
$18.00 PB  HBK156P
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Finnish 
Dictionary 
& Phrase 
Book  
This compact 
dictionary also 
includes a 
brief history of 

Finland & tips for travelers. 
7.5" x 4.7"  LBK615 PB   $16.95

LBK550  Norwegian
LBK551  Swedish                       

Langenscheidt 
Pocket Dictionaries 
Handy for travel or every-
day use. 16,000 entries. 
Flexi-cover.  $8.99 each 

MAP300  Norway   
MAP301  Sweden 
MAP302  Denmark  
MAP303  Finland

Driving Maps  
$14.95 each 

Insight Guides...
Flex-cover paperbacks. 
TRV100  Scand.    $24.99
TRV104  Norway  $23.99
TRV105  Sweden   $23.99
TRV109  Iceland   $24.99

Eyewitness Guides
Maps, historical details, 
& floor plans of major 
sights. Flex-covers.  
$25.00 each:
TRV115  Norway    
TRV117  Sweden
TRV118  Denmark  

Oval Decals
 • Flag Stickers
Car decals are a popular 
way to let passers-by 
know your nationality.
Oval decals: 4.5" wide  
Reflective flag stickers: 
4" x 2.38"  $3.00 each 

STK200 STK201 STK202 STK203

STK220 STK221 STK222 STK223952-829-8998

LBK500  Short Stories in Norwegian       
LBK501  Short Stories in Swedish
LBK502   Short Stories in Icelandic
LBK503   Short Stories in Danish

Short Stories for Language Learning!    

Carefully curated 
to make learning 
a new language 
easy, these 
short stories 
have been writ-
ten especially 
for students 
from beginner 

to low-intermediate level.  
Each book has eight stories, 

vocabulary, glossary, & more!  Paperback. 
Not all shown.   $14.99 each:

Essential information on atti-
tudes, beliefs and behavior, so 
that you arrive aware of basic 
manners, common courtesies, 
and sensitive issues.   
TRV140 ... Norway   $11.99   
TRV141 ... Sweden   $12.99     
TRV142 ... Denmark   $11.99    
TRV144 ... Finland   $12.99
TRV145 ... Iceland   $12.99 

Culture Smart Guides

Anxious People  
A moving novel 
about a crime that 
never took place, a 
would-be bank robber 
who disappears into 
thin air, and eight ex-

tremely anxious strangers who find they have 
more in common than they ever imagined!  
$17.00 PB  LIT505P        

New York Times bestselling 
 author Fredrik Backman

An Elderly Lady 
is Up to No Good  
by Helene Tursten
Maud is an irascible 
88-year old Swedish 
woman with no fam-
ily, no friends, and no 
qualms about a little 
murder! Very funny!  
$12.99 HC   LIT528        

An Elderly Lady 
Must Not Be Crossed  
by Helene Tursten
In these interlocking stories, 
memories of unfortunate 
incidents from Maud’s 
past keep bubbling to the 
surface. This elderly lady is 
more sinister than sweet!  
$14.99 HC   LIT529        

Deep River: A Novel
by Karl Marlantes 
A rich family saga about 
Finnish immigrants who 
settle and tame the Pacific 
Northwest, set against the 
early labor movements, 
World War I, & early 20th-
century America. 736 pages.
$20.00 PB   HIB230P 

Swede Hollow: A Novel  
by Ola Larsmo, Tiina Nunnally   
Extensively researched and 
beautifully written, Larsmo’s 
award-winning novel vividly 
portrays a family and a 
community determined to 
survive. An epic story of 
Swedish immigrant life.
$16.95 PB    HIB225P

The Bell in the Lake: 
A Novel  by Lars Mytting   
The engrossing epic novel of a young 
woman whose fate plays out against 
her village’s mystical church bells. 
Mytting brings his deep knowledge of 
history, carpentry, fishing, and stave 
churches to this compelling historical 
novel, an international bestseller.
$27.00 HC   LIT520

Contemporary Scandinavian Fiction and Immigrant Stories    

Also by Fredrik Backman: 
Paperbacks, $17.00 each:
LIT501   My Grandmother Asked Me to Tell You She’s Sorry  
LIT502   Britt Marie Was Here  
LIT503   Beartown                   LIT504P   Us Against You  

Scandinavian Culture    
For the Love of Cod:  A Father & Son’s 
Search for Norwegian Happiness   
by Eric Dregni  

A journey to find Norway’s supposed bliss makes 
for a comic travelogue that asks, seriously, what 
makes Norwegians so damn happy—and does it 
translate?  A follow-up to In Cod We Trust.  

$22.95 HC   HBK151

In Cod We Trust: Living the 
Norwegian Dream  by Eric Dregni  

Dregni tells the hilarious, and often 
poignant stories of his family’s yearlong 
adventure in Norway.  
$16.95 PB   HBK150P 
Also available:  
Vikings in the Attic  
$18.95 PB   HBK152P (description online)

Icelandic Magic  
for Modern Living  
by Boff Konkerz
These playful spells 
and magical symbols 
contain everything you 
need to achieve faster 
WiFi, more likes on 
social media, and more!  
$9.99 PB   HBK138

A Man Called Ove
$17.00 PB  LIT500
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Letters to My Baby
Fold-out letters to write 
now, read later, and 
treasure forever.   
$14.95 HC   POP300

Love You Forever  
by Robert Munsch
A story about the enduring nature 
of parents’ love across generations. 
Paperback   $5.95   FAM870
Board Book   $8.95   FAM871

Nancy Tillman’s enchanting artwork and heartfelt 
words let every child know that they are special 
and they are loved.  Board Books.  $7.99 each 
FAM205B  On the Night You Were Born      
FAM204B  I’d Know You Anywhere, My Love
FAM208B  Wherever... My Love Will Find You
FAM200B  You’re Here for a Reason

I Loved You Before 
You Were Born  
by Anne Bowen 
A love letter from Grand-
ma as she dreams of a new 
baby’s soft sighs, sweet 
smells, and tiny toes.   
$8.99 BB   FAM860B         

A Boy Like You   
by Frank Murphy
This book encourages 
every boy to embrace 
the things that make him 
unique, to be brave and 
ask for help, to tell his 
own story and listen to the 
stories of others. 
$16.99 HC   FAM300

A Girl Like You   
by Frank Murphy
Every girl is a wonder! This 
book encourages girls 
to embrace what makes 
them unique, to choose 
kindness, and to be their 
own advocates.  
$16.99 HC   FAM301

Once Upon a Goat   
by Dan Richards
A humorous tale about a 
king and queen who wish 
for a child of their own... 
and end up with a baby 
goat! Can this unusual fam-
ily live happily ever after?  
$17.99 HC   FAM400

Kindness to Share from   
A to Z by Todd & Peggy Snow,  
Illustrated by Kirsten Sevig
An alphabet of kindness from “Ask 
someone to play with you.” to “Zip 
up a younger child’s coat.”   
Paperback   $10.99   FAM102
Board Book (abridged)  
   $7.99  FAM102B  

I’m Going to Give 
You a Bear Hug!
by Caroline Cooney 
Children will giggle their 
way through all the imagi-
native examples hugging. 
$7.99 BB   PRE540

Me With You
by Kristy Dempsey

Grandpa & granddaughter 
make a pair beyond com-
pare, a rare and special 
two!  
$7.99 BB   FAM210B

You and Me
by Nicola Edwards

This celebration of love 
features fun flaps and 
sliders for little hands!  
Ages 2-5.  
$8.99 BB   FAM110

When the World is 
Ready for Bed  
by Gillian Shields   
This gently rhyming story 
of the world falling asleep 
is just right for bedtime!  
$7.99 BB   FAM230

When the World 
Was Waiting for You  
by Gillian Shields   
Soothing, tender verse 
describes the joyful steps 
of welcoming a new baby. 
$7.99 BB   FAM231

How to Babysit a Grandma/Grandpa  by Jean Reagan

Grab your pillow, assure your parents you’ll see them soon, and get 
ready to spend some special time with your grandma and grandpa!    
FAM240  Grandma  HC  $17.99     FAM241  Grandpa  HC  $17.99
FAM240B  Grandma  BB  $8.99      FAM241B  Grandpa  BB  $8.99

Board 
books are 
slightly 
abridged.

How to Raise a 
Mom  by J. Reagan 
A humorous book that 
invites the kids to do 
the hard work of raising 
their mom…if just for a 
day! Age 3-6. 
$8.99 BB   FAM242B

How to Surprise a 
Dad  by Jean Reagan 

This book is full of tips 
for little ones on how 
to become a super dad 
surpriser! Very funny.  
$8.99 BB   FAM243B

Where 
Happiness 
Lives  by 
Barry Timms   
Three little 
mice. Three 

very different houses. But which is the happiest 
home?  This is a delightful tale about discover-
ing true happiness, with flaps to lift and peep-
through pages. 
$15.99  HC   FAV360

Over 
30 million 

sold!

Be Kind, Be Strong, Be Yourself — Books for Families to Share!       

With 200 thought-provoking and lighthearted 
writing prompts, these books guide your mother/
father to create a record of her/his adventures, 
stories, and wisdom for you and your family to 
cherish for future generations.  Flexi-PB  $9.99 ea.
POP321  My Mother’s Life      
POP322  My Father’s Life

Give as a gift to be filled in and 
returned to you as a keepsake!

I Love You Through 
and Through  
by Bernadette Shustak   
Toddlers will feel loved all 
over when they hear this 
declaration of affection! 
$8.95 BB    FAM125
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Children’s Books       

The Wonky Donkey   
Children & adults alike will 
be in fits of laughter with 
this perfect read-aloud tale 
of an endearing donkey. 
$7.99 PB   FAV600  

The Dinky Donkey   
The Wonky Donkey has a 
daughter in this hilarious 
sequel to the runaway hit!
Illustrated by Katz Cowley.  
 $7.99 PB   FAV601 

Grinny Granny Donkey   
Dinky Donkey’s grandma is a 
grinny granky plunky-plinky 
swanky clinky-clanky zonky 
dunky-drinky clunky donkey!  
$7.99 PB   FAV602 

Hilarious rhyming tales by Craig Smith

Our World: A First 
Book of Geography

  by Sue Lowell Gallion   
Children are invited to identify and experience 
the Earth’s amazing geography through rhyming 
verse & lush illustrations: from rivers, lakes, and 
oceans deep, to valleys, hills, & mountains steep. 
$18.95  HC   FAV350

You Are Light by A Becker 
Open this beautiful book to 
find a yellow sun surrounded 
by a halo of bright die-cut 
circles. Now hold the page 
up to the light and enjoy the 
transformation as the colors in 
those circles glow. Stunning!  
$15.99 BB   PRE152

My Favorite Color 
by Aaron Becker 
Children can explore all the 
colors of the rainbow in this 
luminous book. Becker uses 
layering to make colors shift 
and transition from spread 
to mesmerizing spread. 
$15.99 BB   PRE153

Hold these books up to the light! Board Books with Sound!

Happy Birthday to 
You!  by Nicola Slater
A group of musicians is 
ready to celebrate. Press 
the buttons to hear them 
play their instruments, and 
enjoy the light-up cake at 
the end! Impressive sound. 
$17.99 BB   PRE 150   

Twinkle, Twinkle, 
Little Star  by N Slater
Join a group of musicians 
as they travel to a music 
festival. Press the buttons 
to hear each instrument as 
the band performs around 
a campfire. Ages 4-8. 
$17.99 BB   PRE 151   

Giggle!  
by Caroline J Church
With its infectious giggle 
sound chip, this book 
proves that laughter is the 
best sound in the world!  
$7.99 BB   PRE 536   

Smile, Baby!  
Playful text introduces 
babies to their faces and 
asks them to find their 
nose, ears, and eyes in 
the embedded mirror. 
$8.99 BB   PRE 535   

One Red Sock
by Jennifer Sattler
A little purple hippo 
faces a dilemma; she is 
missing a red sock. What 
should she do?   
$7.99 BB   PRE 245   

I Am a Garbage Truck
PRE590   $4.99

I Am a Train
PRE591   $4.99

I Am a Fire Truck
PRE592   $4.99

I Am a Dump Truck
PRE593   $4.99

I Am a Zamboni Machine
PRE594   $5.99

I Am a Tractor
PRE595   $5.99

I Am A... Vehicle Shape Board Books 

Where 
Do 
Diggers 
Sleep at 
Night?
by Brianna 
Sayers

Even fire engines, tractors, and steam 
trains need to be tucked in at night!  
$7.99  BB  PRE238 

PRE601  Wheelie Fire Engine 
PRE603  Wheelie Red Tractor   
       Board Books,  $7.99 each  

Books with Real Wheels!

A combination book and toy!  

Look Inside: Things That 
Go  by Rob L. Jones 
Explore all sorts of exciting 
vehicles,  including bulldozers, 
fire engines, and jumbo jets!  
$14.99  BB  PRE637

Over 
60 flaps 
to lift!

Toddlers are invited to touch 
and feel a variety of textures.  
Ages 1-3. $9.99 each:   
PRE 110  ... Train
PRE 111  ... Monkey  
PRE 112  ... Puppy
PRE 113  ... Unicorn
PRE 114  ... Tractor   
PRE 115  ... Llama

That’s Not My... Touch & Feel 
       Padded Board Books   

Little Blue Truck   
A muddy country road is no 
match for this little pickup! 
$8.99 BB  PRE235 
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Block Board Books
  2” Thick 

Pages are cut into the shape 
of each letter, number, char-
acter, or scene!  90-pages.   
6.2" x 5.4" x 2.2"  $16.95 ea.

There are many textures to feel 
in these books.  Ages 1-5.  
(not all shown)  $6.99 each
PRE 339  Kitten 
PRE 342  Farm
PRE 343  Baby Animals

Touch 
& Feel 
Board 
Books

That’s Not My 
Tractor  by Fiona Watt 
Bright pictures with 
plenty of patches of 
textures for little ones to 
touch and feel!    
$9.99 BB   PRE114

Open the Barn Door  
by Christopher Santoro 
Open the barn door 
and lift the flaps to find 
out just who’s making 
all the wonderful 
animal sounds.  
$6.99 BB   PRE565

Rock-a-Bye Farm
by D Johnston Hamm 
From a baby to a 
horse, the farmer rocks 
everybody to sleep on 
this farm! A colorful, 
rollicking book.    
$7.99 BB   PRE275

First Farm Words   
by Roger Priddy 
Little ones will dis-
cover farm animals, 
machinery, & every-
day farm objects in 
this colorful book!    
$5.99 BB   PRE336

Good Night Farm  
by Adam Gamble   
This soothing bedtime 
story celebrates life on 
a family farm.    
$9.95 BB  PRE660

Old MacDonald 
Had a Farm   
Use the colorful hand 
puppet to bring this 
classic story to life. A 
mini board book is 
nestled in the palm.  
$12.99 BB   PRE642

Dirt — Peek-a-Flap   
by Jack Redwing 
Lift flaps on every page 
to learn about all the 
machines that are a big 
help on the farm!    
$8.99 BB   PRE613

Moo — Peek-a-Flap   
by Jaye Garnett 
Each scene in this book 
has sturdy flaps for kids 
to lift to discover fun 
farm surprises!  
$8.99 BB   PRE 655

F is for Farm   
by Greg Paprocki 
An alphabet primer 
with farm favorites 
from chickens and 
honey to overalls 
and a tractor.  
$9.99 BB   PRE265

Plant and Grow
A Lift-the-Flap Book
Learn all about 
planting on the farm. 
Lift flaps to watch the 
kernels grow!  
$7.99 BB   PRE612

Farm Friends
A Lift-the-Flap Book
Introduce your 
little one to all the 
friendly animals on 
the farm.   
$7.99 BB   PRE611

I Am a Tractor
Finger-Puppet Book
A fun interactive farm 
story with a built-in 
John Deere Tractor 
puppet.  
$6.99 BB   PRE610

Around the Farm  
by Jack Redwing    
Explore the farm with this 
interactive book filled with 
search-and-find matching 
games, and more.  
$9.99 BB   PRE609

Noisy Farm  
Touch & Feel Sound Book     
Touch, feel, and hear the 
farm animals in this sturdy 
board book. Includes five 
animal sounds!  
$14.99 BB   PRE140

John Deer Farm Books for Toddlers

Down on the Farm            

Bedtime Board Books to Share      

Woodland Board Books      

Time for a Hug
by Phyllis Gershator 
Morning, noon, or 
night—any time is 
a great time for a 
hug! Rhyming text & 
charming illustrations. 
$7.95 BB    FAM118B

Oh, So Many 
Kisses!  M Finn 
A shy kiss, a bold 
kiss. A warm kiss, 
and a cold kiss... 
Catch them all!  
$8.99   FAM115

You’re My Little 
Snuggle Bear 
by Natalie Marshall 
Tuck your little one 
in with this sweet 
and colorful rhyming 
board book.  
$8.99 BB   PRE420

Guess How Much 
I Love You  
by Sam McBratney   
Little Nutbrown Hare 
wants to impress Big 
Nutbrown Hare with 
the enormous scale of 
his devotion. 
$10.99 BB  PRE556

Ten Little 
Fingers & Ten 
Little Toes  
by Mem Fox 
A sweet rhyming 
book for babies!   
$8.99 PRE553

Goodnight 
Moon
Margaret W Brown
A rhyming classic, 
beloved by 
generations!   
$8.99 BB   PRE551

www.skandisk.com

Goodnight 
Loon  by Abe 
Sauer & N Davauer
This spoof on the 
children’s book 
classic Goodnight 
Moon is a must for 
every northwoods 
bookcase.                  $9.95 BB   REG100    

Shh! Bears 
Sleeping  
by David Martin 
Lilting read-aloud 
text and exquisite 
pictures introduce 
young children to 
bears!  
$8.99 BB   PRE444

Woodland Dance
by Sandra Boynton 
A new favorite, fea-
turing rhyming text 
& starring woodland 
creatures: bears, 
foxes, beavers, & a 
cello-playing moose 

(of course).  $7.95 BB   PRE282

C is for Camping  
by Greg Paprocki   
Introduce youngsters 
to camping with this 
colorful alphabet 
primer featuring 
themes from the great 
outdoors. 
$9.99 BB   PRE315

PRE100  Alphablock   
PRE101  Countablock
PRE103  Buildablock
PRE105  Farmblock
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Who Pooped in the 
Northwoods?    
The animals in the North-
woods may be hard to 
find—but you can learn a 
lot from their droppings!  
$11.95 PB   FAV711

Loon by S. Vande Griek   
This lyrical story follows 
the life cycle of two loon 
chicks. They break out of 
their shells, learn to swim, 
find food, and grow up. 
$12.95 PB   FAV653   

Secrets of the Loon  
by L. Purdie Salas   
The mysterious world of 
loons, viewed through 
the lens of a loon chick. 
Vivid photos & details. 
$16.95 HC   FAV645   

Kids learn how to tie sailors’ knots, build 
a periscope, make herbal teas, take 
professional-looking photos, & more! 
Ages 7-13.  Hardcover (hidden spiral).  
$14.99 each  
CRC220  Boy’s Book of Adventure   
CRC222  Girl’s Book of Adventure

Popular activity pads with puzzles, 
mazes, games, and more.  Ages 6+.  
6" x 7.75"  $5.99 each  
CRC100  Travel Activity Pad   
CRC101  Travel Games Pad
CRC102  Unicorns Puzzle Pad

These whimsically illustrated collections of 
fascinating and funny facts about animals 
appeal to all ages!  HC  $14.99 each:  
FAV710  Comp. of Amazing Animal Facts   
FAV712  Amazing Facts @ Baby Animals

by Maja Säfström One Dog Canoe 
by Mary Casanova   
A quiet canoe trip for 
a girl and her dog gets 
exciting when all sorts of 
animals ask for a ride!   
$7.99 PB   FAV655P

North Woods Girl 
by Aimée Bissonette
A hike through grandma’s 
woods engages the senses: 
hearing frogs peep, skipping 
stones, & breathing crisp air. 
$16.95 HC   REG105

Woodland Dreams 
by Karen Jameson
Readers say goodnight to 
beloved woodland animals 
as they prepare to sleep in 
this gentle book. Ages 3-6.  
$17.99 HC   FAV698

Bear Came Along 
by Richard T. Morris
A hilarious book cel-
ebrating the fun that’s in 
store when you embark 
on the ride of a lifetime.  
$18.99 HC   FAV704

200 Paper 
Planes to
Fold and Fly      
Tear-out sheets for 
airborne fun!   
$13.99 PB  CRC200

Mad Libs      
Vacation Fun!   
$4.99 PB  CRC230

Mad Libs Junior      
Summer Fun!   
$5.99 PB  CRC232

Wipe-Clean 
Mazes      
Easy mazes 
for youngsters 
to do over 
and over!   
$7.99 PB  
CRC120

Look & Find 
Puzzles: In 
the Forest      
Puzzles & 
matching 
games for 
ages 4+.   

$6.99 PB  CRC370

PB  $9.99 each:

Little Sticker Books

Over 200 
stickers in 
each book.  
Ages 4+ 

6.7" x 9.5" 

Pixies 
$8.99  CRC350  

Unicorns 
$8.99  CRC351  

Mermaids 
$8.99  CRC352  

Dinosaurs 
$7.99  CRC356 

Sticker Dressing Books
Each book has over 250 colorful 
stickers. Ages 4-8.    9.4" x 12" 
$9.99 each:

CRC400  Cats & Kittens 
CRC401  Dogs & Puppies
CRC420  Princesses
CRC422  On Vacation
CRC424  Unicorns 
CRC425  Ballerinas
CRC430  Unicorns Glitter

CRC210 
   Nature 
CRC211  Bugs
CRC212  Narwhals
CRC213  Building Sites

First Sticker Books
Ages 3+    

Indoor & Outdoor Fun

Magic Painting Books

Big Bear Hug  
by Nicholas Oldland 
A huge bear is wandering 
through the forest - but 
wait a minute! Who’s that 
he’s hugging? A beaver? 
And a moose? And a tree?  
$9.99 BB   FAV703B

Hockey in the Wild  
by Nicholas Oldland 
Bear, Moose, and Beaver 
are so eager to get out on 
the ice that they go too 
early and fall through! 
$16.99 HC   FAV699

Now 
a board 
book!These enchanting 

board books are 
definitely not just 
for kids! They each feature recordings of 
12 common bird songs so you can learn 
to identify them.  $19.95 each   
FAV650   Backyard Bird Songs   
FAV651   Woodland Bird Songs   

Listen to the 
sounds of 
12 birds in 
each book! 

Nature  •  Animals  •  Up North Books            

Activity Books for Kids of All Ages            

paint with water!

CRC110  Bugs        CRC112  Under the Sea
CRC111  Woodland   CRC113  Fairy Garden

$6.99
  each
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DINO: Peek-a-Flap
by Jaye Garnett     
Peek under the flaps to 
explore dinosaur habitats 
and learn all about T Rex, 
triceratops, and others!
$9.99 BB  PRE659

ZOO: Peek-a-Flap
by Jaye Garnett     
Kids peek under the flaps 
to explore the animals of 
the desert, savanna, rain-
forest, arctic, and more.
$8.99 BB  PRE658

WHO: Peek-a-Flap   
by Jaye Garnett
Each animal-filled forest 
scene will encourage kids 
to talk about skunks, owls, 
deer, bears, moose, more.  
$8.99 BB  PRE657 

Baby’s First Words 
Padded Board Books 

An attached finger 
puppet peeks 
through the holes 
on every page.  
Ages 1-3. (4.5"x4.5")

Finger 
Puppet 
Board Books  

Baby Goat 
PRE446   $7.99  

Baby Bear 
PRE447   $7.99  

Baby Fish 
PRE450   $7.99  

Baby Llama   
PRE448   $7.99

Baby Unicorn 
PRE458   $7.99   

Teeny Tiny Mermaid 
PRE464   $6.99   

Baby Shark 
PRE465   $6.99  

Baby Chipmunk 
PRE467   $7.99  

A Little Horse 
PRE466   $7.99  

Hooray, ...Birthday    
PRE468   $7.99  

Baby Elephant 
PRE451   $7.99   

Baby Giraffe 
PRE457   $7.99   

Little Moose 
PRE452   $7.99  

Baby Fox 
PRE453   $7.99   

Baby Hedgehog 
PRE454   $7.99  

Baby Piglet 
PRE456   $6.99  

Baby Otter 
PRE455   $7.99  

PRE333  First 100 Words 
PRE334  First 100 Animals
PRE335  First 100 Trucks 
PRE336  First Farm Words

Little ones 
learn essential 
first words 
with these 
bright books.  Ages 1-3. 
$5.99 each 

Four 
Books in 
Series!

Llama Llama Red 
Pajama Anna Dewdney
Llama Llama’s tale of 
nighttime drama, with its 
infectious rhyming text and 
expressive artwork, is a hit!   
$8.99 BB   PRE554

Time for Bed
by Mem Fox & Jane Dyer   
This gentle book, with 
its rhythmic verse and 
peaceful illustrations, will 
lull toddlers to sleep. 
$9.99 BB   PRE552

I Am a Bunny  
by Richard Scarry
Every season 
Nicholas the Bunny 
finds something fun 
to do outdoors.   
$7.99 BB   PRE520

First Lift-a-Flap Board Books for Toddlers!

Introduce your little one to boats and animals with these simple 
board books with sturdy flaps to lift!  Size: 5"x 5"  $7.99 each 
PRE225  Little Blue Boat  PRE226  Little Green Frog
PRE227  Little Yellow Bee PRE224  Babies in the Snow
PRE228  Babies in the Forest  PRE229  Little Orange Truck

$9.95   PRE661 $9.95   PRE662 $9.95   REG152

Lift the flaps and peek 
through the holes to 
discover what happens 
under the sea, on the 
farm, at the zoo, and 
more.  Details of each 
book online. Ages 3-6.   
BB  $11.99 each           

Peek Inside Books...

PRE620  ... Bug Homes 
PRE621  ... the Sea 
PRE622  ... Dinosaurs 
PRE624  ... the Farm
PRE625  ... Animal Homes
PRE627  ... the Zoo
PRE628  ... a Beehive

Good Night Board Books by Adam Gamble

Goodnight, Forest
by Carly Allen-Fletcher
Say goodnight to the forest 
animals as they settle down for 
the winter in this colorful book!   
$9.99 BB   PRE280

Look Inside 
Animal Homes  
by Emily Bone
Children can lift 
more than 80 flaps to 
discover the hidden 
worlds of nature and 
animals.  8.8" x 7.8"  
$14.99  PRE636

Where is Bear?
by Lesléa Newman
The animals in the 
forest are playing 
hide-and-seek, and 
everyone is found—
except for the biggest 
creature of all!  
$8.99 BB   PRE440

Littlest Family’s Big 
Day  by Emily Martin
The cutest and littlest 
bear family you have 
ever seen has just 
moved to the woods 
with their adopted teeny 
tiny fox tot. 
$8.99 BB   PRE425

With a foldout 
panorama!
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Growing Up Lutheran 
Janet Martin
The inside scoop on Bible 
Camp, lutefisk suppers, pew 
protocol, and more. This 
book was the inspiration 
for all six Church Basement 
Ladies musicals.
$15.95 PB   HBK110

Lutheran Church 
Basement Women 
by Janet Martin & Allen Todnem
Anyone who has helped in the 
kitchen or attended a church 
dinner will enjoy this collection 
of recipes and anecdotes served 
up Lutheran style.   
$16.95 PB   HBK117

Laughing with Lutherans  
by Julie Sevig    
Bulletin bloopers, cartoons, 
and funny things kids have said 
in church! Get one for your 
pastor, one for the choir director, 
and one for the Sunday School 
teacher. You don’t need to be 
Lutheran to enjoy it!
$8.95 PB   HBK100
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Retold by Mike Sevig
Illustrations by Else Sevig 

Everyone can use a good laugh once 
in a while and these collections of Ole 
& Lena jokes are just the ticket! Quaint 
and well-meaning, Ole & Lena jokes 
celebrate the quirky folk humor of the 
Scandinavian immigrant community. 
You’ll laugh ’til your socks fall down!       
48 pages, b&w illustrations         

Mike and Else’s Favorite Ole & Lena Jokes, Books 1 & 2!

Watch for Ole & Lena Joke Books 
3 & 4 in 2022!

Jokes, Book 1
$4.99 PB  HBK123

Jokes, Book 2
$4.99 PB  HBK124

Our Guarantee
Merchandise is fully guaranteed against defects.    

If you are not  completely  satisfied with the quality 
of our merchandise, we will be happy to exchange 

it or refund your  purchase price.

Order by Mail:
Print clearly. Include your customer number (above 
your name on mailing label). Include your daytime 
telephone number in case we have questions. Be 
sure to enclose your check or money order unless 
you are paying by credit card. Send to the address 
on the order form.

Shipping:
Most orders ship within three business days. 
Orders are shipped USPS, UPS, or SpeeDee.  
Priority shipping additional. Call for details.  

Email:  Please provide your email address so  
  we can contact you about your order and send
  updates of new products.  

Order by Phone, Fax, or Email:
             952-829-8998 (phone)
              952-829-8992 (fax)
           tomten@skandisk.com (email)

 M-Th, 9 am - 5 pm;  Fri, 9 am - 2:30 pm CST
Open ‘til 5 pm on Fridays mid-Nov.—mid-Dec.

Please call during regular  business hours.    
Have your  customer number & credit card handy.  

We accept MasterCard, Visa, Discover

Order Online:  www.skandisk.com



How to Reach Us:
Shop by Phone:
(952) 829-8998 telephone 
(952) 829-8992 fax

Shop by Mail:
6667 West Old Shakopee Rd.
Suite #110
Bloomington, MN 55438

Order Online:
www.skandisk.com
Visit our new website!  We at-
tempt to ship in-stock orders 
within 3 business days.  
Prices are subject to change 
without notice. All prices accurate 
when catalog went to press.
Email: tomten@skandisk.com
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These spectacular 13-month calendars feature 
all new images of Norway and Sweden taken by 
photographers from around the world. Calendars 
include name days, week numbers, and all major 
holidays. Closed size: 13" x 9.3"   $14.99 each:        
CAL400  Splendor of Norway 2022   
CAL401  Splendor of Sweden 2022   

Splendor of Norway & Sweden! Spectacular Coffee Table Books!

Also available in flexi-cover paperback editions:

ABK301P  $14.95   ABK304P  $14.95   ABK300P  $14.95   

Norway  by Udo Bernhart, et.al.
Norway is known for its mountains, 
glaciers and deep coastal fjords. 
Over 500 photos showcase the year-
round beauty of Norway.  
13" x 10.6"  $49.95 HC   ABK300

Sweden  by Udo Bernhart, et.al.
A stunning look at Sweden, with its 
red wooden houses, dense forests, 
quiet bays, colorful boathouses,  & 
snowy landscapes.  13" x 10.6"   
$39.95 HC   ABK301

Iceland  by Petra Ender, et.al.
Iceland’s spectacular landscape is 
captured in stunning images of gla-
ciers, rugged peaks, waterfalls, and 
Icelandic fjords.  13" x 10.6"   
$49.95 HC   ABK304

These flexi-cover 
versions of the 
above coffee 
table books have 
all the same 
great photos in 
a smaller format 
and at a fantastic 
price. 
 8.2” x 6.7”
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